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ABSTRACT

Techniques for probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) åre analyzed with
special emphasis on their application in nuclear power plants.
Methods and codes currently available for PRA analysis in the
Nordic countries åre evaluated and compared. Additionaly, the ability
to generate unique failure parameters from available plant data
bases and generic data sources is examined. The subsequent appli-
cation of PRA techniques as an aid in the licensing and regulatory
process is discussed.
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SUMMARY

Probabilistic risk analysis (PRA) techniques åre increasingly
being used at industrial plants to identify specific areas where
safety and reliability can be improved in a cost effective manner.
In the Nordic countries, PRA techniques åre currently employed as
a tool during the evaluation of the safety of chemical plants,
off-shore platforms, nuclear power plants, and other complex
industrial systems. In the nuclear field these techniques åre used
extensively for system evaluation in Finland and in the Swedish
As-operated Safety Analysis Reports (ASAR's) which åre periodic
reviews of the operating nuclear power plants.

In principle, PRA methodology provides a comprehensive framework
which leads to a well documented analysis of a plant and its
functions. In order to take full advantage of PRA, techniques must
be available which åre systematic enough for general use and
easily documented yet sufficiently accurate to resolve the issues
in question. Currently, many alternative techniques exist which
can benefit from comparisons and verification and sorne of which
can be improved.

In the present project, some of the established PRA techniques
were compared while other techniques were further developed. The
work was essentially limited to functional modelling and subsequent
probabilistic evaluation of accident sequences at nuclear power
plants (the so called level l PRA). Other, non-nuclear, uses of
these techniques åre described in a separate report titled, "Risk
Analysis Uses and Techniques in the Non-Nuclear Field - A Nordic
Perspective".

In order to provide a practical framework for comparison work, two
"Benchmark" studies were performed. In each Benchmark study, the
same object was analyzed independently by each of three study groups
in the Nordic countries. Comparisons were made between modelling
methods, data sources, and computer codes.



The Benchmark l study was concerned with a high pressure injection
system typical of PWR plants. Each group independently compiled
the required reliability parameters for a common system model
using data handbooks and other generic sources. The highest and
the lowest selected values for identical parameters often differed
t>y a factor of 3 or 4.

In the same study, each group quantified the system model using

each data set in turn and their own computer code. The calculated
results included the mean unavailability, the contribution of
repair unavailability, and the impact of alternative test intervals.
Generally, the results were quite consistent for any single data
set irrespective of which code was used. Consequently, the source
of the data is much more important than the quantification program,
even when selecting from standard data sources.

In the Benchmark 2 study three plant response models for a loss of
feedwater transient in a BWR plant were independently developed
and then compared. The emphasis here was in the comparison between
different modelling methods such as cause-consequence diagrams
compared with event trees, and reliability block diagrams compared
with fault trees. This study indicated that the choice of an
appropriate method depends, to a large extent, on the complexity
of the system to be analyzed and on the objectives of the analysis.

Furthermore, the need for careful review and close contact with
persons intimately familiar with the system, such as plant operators,
was found to be at least as important as the choice of techniques.

Systematic search methods - both computerized and manual - were
developed to identify potential common cause failures. These
methods were subsequently tested in the context of the Swedish
ASAR studies. Intensive work was also done to improve the dependent
failure models necessary to guantify the identified dependencies.
The new models were required in order to consistently take into
account the high level of redundancy typical for nuclear power
plants in the Nordic countries.



Statistical methods were developed for the treatment of field data
collected from the power plants. Particular emphasis was placed on
the estimation of the uncertainty in the calculated parameters.
The methods åre adapted for use in Nordic PRA studies and were
used during the compilation of the second version of the Swedish
Reliability Data Handbook (T-boken).

The available PRA techniques åre useful tools which can help the
licensing authorities evaluate the safety of nuclear power plants.
The numerical result from such evaluations provide a means for
referencing existing functions to a common scale allowing comparisons
which otherwise would be impossible. When used with proper regard
for the current limitations, these results can also be used to
identify weak points and help the licensing authorities evaluate
proposed changes and select between alternatives.





SAMMANFATTNING

Metoder for sannolikhetsbaserad riskanalys (Probabilistic Risk
Analysis, PRA) anvånds i okande utstråckning vid industriella
anlåggningar for att identifiera omraden dår såkerhet och tillfor-
litlighet kan forbattras på ett kostnadseffektivt sått. I de nordiska
landerna anvånds for nårvarande PRA-teknik som ett verktyg for ut-
vårdering av sakerheten i kemiska fabriker, havsbaserade plattformar,
kårnkraftanlaggningar och andra komplexa industriella system. På
karnkraftområdet anvånds PRA i stor utstrackning i Finland for
systemspecifika analyser och i de svenska ASAR-studierna som redo-
visar återkommande sakerhetsgranskning av driftsatta kårnkraftanlagg-
ningar.

PRA-metodiken kan sagas utgora en grundstomme, som mojliggor val
dokumenterade analyser av anlåggningar och deras funktion. For att
till fullo utnyttja PRA maste metoder finnas som ar tillrackligt
systematiska for att kunna anvandas generellt och ar låtta att
dokumentere men andå tillrackligt detaljerade for att kunna analy-
sera de aktuella problemen. Det finns for narvarande många alterna-
tiva metoder som med fordel kan jamforas och verifieras och av
vilka vissa kan forbattras.

I detta projekt har några etablerade PRA-metoder jamforts och några
metoder vidareutvecklats. Arbetet begrånsades våsentligen till model-
lering av systemfunktioner och efterfoljande probabilistisk utvår-
dering av haverisekvenser i kårnkraftanlaggningar (s k PRA nivå 1).
Andra, icke-nukleara, tillåmpningar av dessa metoder beskrivs i en
separat rapport med titeln "Risk Analysis Uses and Technigues in
the Non-Nuclear Field - A Nordic Perspective" (Riskanalytiska
tillåmpningar och metoder inom det icke-nukleåra området - Ett
nordiskt perspektiv).

Jåmforande analys har gjorts i form av två referensstudier. I vardera
studien analyserades samma system av tre arbetsgrupper i de nordiska
landerna oberoende av varandera. Jåmforelser gjordes av modellerings-
metoder, datakallor och berakningsprogram.



Referensstudie l behandlade ett hogtrycksinsprutningssystem typiskt
for en tryckvattenreaktor. Varj e grupp sammanstållde erforderliga
tillforlitlighetsdata for en gemensam systemmodell med hjalp av
datahandbocker och andra generiska kållor. Hogsta och lagsta valda
varden på identiska parametrar visade sig ofta skilj a med en faktor
3 eller 4.

I samma studie kvantifierade varj e grupp den gemensamma systemmo-
dellen med hjalp av varje dataserie i tur och ordning och med grup-
pens eget datorprogram. Berakningsresultaten omfattade den genom-
snittliga systemotillångligheten, bidraget från otillgangligheten
på grund av reparation samt inverkan av olika testintervall. I

allmanhet var resultaten rått samståmmiga for en given dataupp-
såttning oberoende av vilket datorprogram som anvåndes. Foljaktligen
ar datakallan mycket viktigare an kvantifieringsprogrammet, åven
om man valjer data från en standardkålla.

I Referensstudie 2 undersoktes en transient med matarvattenforlust
i en kokvattenreaktor. Tre oberoende svarsmodeller utvecklades och
jåmfordes. Tonvikten lades har på att jåmfora de olika modellerna,
t ex orsaks-konsekvensdiagram jåmfort med håndelsetråd och tillfor-
litlighets - blockdiagram jåmfort med feltrad. Studien visade att

valet av låmplig modell i stor utstråckning beror på komplexiteten
hos det system som skall analyseras samt på analysens syfte. Dess-

utom befanns behovet av omsorgsfull granskning och kontakt med
personer med god kannedom om systemet vara minst lika viktigt som
valet av modell.

Systematiska sokmetoder - både datoriserade och manuella - utveck-
lades for att finna eventuella fel med gemensam orsak. Dessa metoder
provades senare i samband med de svenska ASAR-studierna. Intensivt
arbete agnades också at att forbåttra de modeller for beroende fel
som behovdes for att kvantifiera de identifierade beroendena. De
nya modellerna erfordrades for att på ett konsistent sått kunna tå
hånsyn till den hogre nivå av redundans som kånnetecknar kårnkraft-
anlåggningar i de nordiska landerna.



Statistiska metoder utveckiades for behandling av erfarenhetsdata
insai.ilade f ran anlåggningarna. Speciell tonvikt lades på att upp-
skatta osåkerheten i de beråknade parametrarna. Metoderna år anpas-
sade for tillampning i nordiska PRA-studier och anva'ndes vid sam-
Tianstallningen av den andra versionen av den svenska handboken over
tillforlitlighetsdata (T-boken).

Tillgångliga PRA-metoder år anvåndbara verktyg som kan hjålpa till-
synsmyndigheten atc utvårdera karnkraftanlåggningars sakerhet. De
numeriska resultaten av sådana utvarderingar ger ett sått att
referera existerande systemfunktioner till en gemensam skala vilket
medger jåmforelser som annars vore omojliga. Om resultaten anvånds
med vederborlig hansyn till aktuella begransningar kan de också
anvåndas for att identifiera svaga punkter och hjålpa myndigheter
att vårdera foreslagna åtgårder och valj a mellan dem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Nordic project NKA/SAK-1, Probabilistic Risk
Assessement (PRA) and Licensing, has been carried
out within the research program of the Nordic
Liaison Committee for Atomic Energy (NKA) in the
period 1981-84. This report is a summary of the
work done during the project but also includes
broader findrngs arising from general work in the
field by the participating organizations. Technical
support for most of the topics discussed in the
study can be found in the references.

l .1_____Basics of PRA

The probabilistic analysis process for a nuclear
power plant can be divided into several major tasks
as shown in Figure 1.1. This division is convenient
since, although each level builds upon the previous
level, each level involves different modelling
techniques, methods, and tools. In brief these
levels include the following:

Level l involves estimation of the types and fre-

quencies of initiating events, evaluation of the
available response or mitigating systems, and cal-
culation of the failure probabilities of these sys-
tems. This process leads to an estimate of the ex-
pected frequency of various potential accident
sequences which may result in degradation of the
reactor core.

Level 2 involves evaluation of the containment
protection features, estimation of the magnitude
of the radionuclide release to the containment in
the sequences identified above, and calculation
of the magnitude and frequency of the release of
various radionuclides to the environment.

Level 3 concerns the evaluation of radionuclide
transport through the environment, calculation of



System analysis
_____A._____

Containment analysis
A

May or may not be included in the analysis

•/] Covered by SAK- l

S] Covered by SAK-1 and LIT

Leve 1 scope
products

Level 2 scope Level 3 scope
products products

Figure 1 .1 .1 Risk Analysis Tasks [l - i].



potential radiation doses to the population around
the site, and conversion of these doses to health
risks.

Many of the methods used in PRA, particularly
those discussed in this report, åre not specific
to nuclear power plant applications. They can be
used for any electrical or process system or group
of systems such as an offshore drilling facility,
a chemical process plant, an electrical supply net-
work, etc. These methods åre, however, most useful
for systems or groups of systems for which direct
data of the failure frequency do not exist and for
which the effects of a failure can lead to large
economic or safety losses. In one recent project
[1-2], some of the methods discussed in this report
were applied to many different types of systems and
reference [1-3] discusses the application of the
method described in this report to non-nuclear plants.

l.2_____Objectives and scope of the SAK-1 project

The work was undertaken as a joint Nordic venture
because of the multi-disciplinary nature of PRA
itself, and the desire to combine the relatively
limited national resources in this field.

The project was initiated with the following
objectives:

verification of risk analysis methods con-
cerning the completeness of the models and
the accuracy of quantitative predictions

improvements in the data base for the re-
liability of components

presentation of guidelines for the ap-
plication of probabilistic methods in
regulatory work including an evaluation
of the benefits and limitations.



The scope was limited to procedures and methods of
hazard identification, accident sequence modelling
and the reliability analysis of safety systems.
The proj eet was thus concerned with level l PRA.
Level l PRA was stressed in order to address the
practical needs of the Nordic community which
currently is primarily concerned with level l
PRAs. The SÅK-1 proj eet also addressed, to a
limited extent, human errors in the context of
quantitative reliability analysis. Another
Nordic project, the LIT project [1-4], qualita-
tively addresses some specific aspects of human-
system interactions.

Comparison and verification of the analysis
methods has been based mainly on two Benchmark
studies concerned with

reliability analysis of a typical high
pressure injection system for a PWR
plant and

modelling and quantification of distur-
bance sequences resulting in the loss
of feedwater in a BWR plant.

The Benchmark studies have for the most part
been carried out independently by different
institutes. The results and experience provide
insight about the completeness of system modell-
ing and the uncertainties inherent in the method
and data choices.

Work in the reliability data base was connected
with the compilation of the Swedish Data Re-
liability Handbook [1-5]. The main emphasis was
on the statistical methods for the treatment of
field data; especially for the estimation of
uncertainty limits. Insight on the applicability
of different data sources has also been obtained
in the two Benchmark studies.



In order to consider implementation of PRA in
regulatory work, the developments in the US and
other countries were reviewed with consideration
being given to the local circumstances in the
Nordic countries. During this review, emphasis
was placed on how PRA is used as a decision aid
while considering design changes and procedure
development and during the assessment of operating
experience from nuclear power plants.

l .3_____Organization of the pro j eet

The proj eet has been carried out as a joint
effort by:

Risø National Laboratory, Denmark

Technical Research Centre of Finland

Institute for Energy Technology, Norway

Studsvik Energiteknik AB and ASEA ATOM,
Sweden.

The proj eet schedule is presented in Table 1.2.1.
The work has been directed by a Project Group
composed of one or two proj eet members from each

participating institute and of experts from the
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate, Finnish Centre
for Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety, and
the Nuclear Safety Board of the Swedish Utilities.



Table 1.2.1

Project task and timetable

Task Person TIMETABLE
years 1981 1982 1983 1984

1 Method development and
verification

2 Data base improvement

3 Sensitivity and uncer-
tainty analyses

4 Trial studies
Benchmark 1
Benchmark 2

5 Implementation of PRA
in regulatory work

6 Joint activities
- Project seminars
- Data workshop
- Dependent failure
workshop

- Licensing workshop

- Expert workshop

7

5

2

1

3

4

2

Ist 2nd 3rd

X

X

X

X

Person years total 1 24
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2 . OUTLINE OF THE BENCHMARK STUDIES

This chapter briefly describes the Benchmark
studies as a backgroimd for the methods and data
discussions in subsequent chapters.

2.1 Benchmark l on reliability parameters

The first Benchmark study was concerned with the
generation and propagation of reliability para-
meters. A sample high pressure injection system
(HPIS) shown in Figure 2.1.1 was prepared by VTT
on the basis of structures that åre typical of
high pressure emergency core cooling systems in
pressurized water reactors. A system model was
developed for this system and three study groups
at Risø, VTT and Studsvik were asked to quantify
the model.
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Figure 2 . 1 . 1 High Pressure Injection System PWR Process Diagram.
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2.1.1 Comgarison of data choices

The three study groups compiled reliability para-
meters for the components in the example system
using data handbooks and other sources of generic
data. The final values selected for the different
data requirements åre presented in Figure 2.1.2.

FAILURE RATE ESTIMATE .1 [h"1]

10 10-9 10 10-7
10-6 „-5 10 10-3 10-2 10

1 1 1

PUMP does not start

MV does not

open/close
inadvertent
opening/closing

NON- RETURN does not
VALVE (NR) open
MANUAL
VALVE (V) P'u99'n9

x x

|_xx

I

Cool x l

K X |

X |

| XX |
1

X j X X |

x 1 xx |E
RPM -C does not
(K) operate
RPM -C inadvertent
(K) operation

|xx| x ]

|xx| x"

* 1 -

É P
1

p

r~rTi
[f 95% upper boun
|expected value

median
5% lower bound

x = selected value

pe secti

pe secti

on A b r

on B br

eak

sak

Figure 2 . 1 . 2 Calculated Failure Parameters.

The 90 ?, confidence bounds were calculated
assuming a log-normal distribution. Note that
the mean value (E) for the pipe breaks åre
above the 95 % l imit.

The largest deviation (not presented in Fig-
ure 2.1.2) occurred for pumps due to the choice
of the erroneously calculated average value from
NPRDS data handbook 1978. This figure was allowed
to be corrected as it was considered likely that
the failure rate would have been observed to be
too high during the quantitative analysis.
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Uncertainty intervals were calculated by assuming
that the selected values åre samples from a log-
normal distribution. These åre also presented in
Figure 2.1.2. As expected, reliability data of
pipe sections have the largest deviation. In the
other data, the variation was moderate or small.

2.1.2 Comparison of the results with different

_codes________________

The system reliability quantification was done in-
dependently by the study groups using the three
different data sets (I, II or III), identical
system models, and each institute's own computer
code. Risø used the MOCARE code which is a Monte
Carlo simulation code. VTT used the REPINT code
based on analytic expressions for the unavailabi-
lity of stand-by systems. Studsvik used the FRANTIC

A) SEQUENC

VTT / R

STUDSVIK /

RISØ / IV

B) STACCEF

VTT / R

STUDSVIK /

RISØ / W

i i . | i i M

IAL TESTING

I
EPINT •-

OCARE

ED TESTING

I
EPINT • ———

FRANTIC \ H,

OCARE

1 1 1 | 1 1 M

III II

III II

II
•

III II

II

II
•

1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1

SYSTEM UNAVAILABIL ITY

Figure 2 . 1 . 3 Benchmark 1 Study Results.

The numbers l-lll refer to the results
of the calculations using the different
data sets.
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code originating in the USA and based on the ana-
lytic calculation of the instantaneous unavaila-
bility of stand-by systems.

As shown in Figure 2.1.3 the results obtained by
different codes using the same data set åre gener-
ally in good agreement. The minor numerical differ-
ences seem to be caused by the specific features of
the computing methods. These differences were con-
sidered too laborious to be tracked in more detail.
In addition, the differences between the codes åre
small compared with the differences dependent on
the choice of data sets.

The analytic method used by VTT proved to be more
flexible in performing sensitivity studies and in
obtaining intermediate results and detailed infor-
mation on the contribution of different components
and model parameters. In principle the same re-
sults could be obtained from the MOCARE and FRANTIC
codes, but only with occasional reprogramming and
more computer time. The reliability structure to
be guantified was, however, quite small and exten-
sive conclusions should not be drawn on the basis
of this single trial.

2^1^3_ General exgerience

One of the main findings of the first Benchmark
study was the difficulty in specifying the work
at the reliability model level. Construction of
the models involves simplifications and assump-
tions that åre not always explicitly specified
and written down and different groups have devel-
oped their own practices. Once again it became
apparent that the modelling phase is the most
critical in reliability analysis. Investigation
of the modelling uncertainties was set as the
main task in the second Benchmark study.
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The large uncertainty found in the case of compil-
ing pipe failure rates resulted in anomalies when
using the log-normal distribution model. In par-
ticular, when a few "samples" differ by a factor
greater then l 000, the mean of the distribution
is greater than the 95 % confidence bound.

Detailed results of the Benchmark l study were pre-
sented at the 1982 Project Seminar and published in
the seminar proceedings [2-1].

2 .2_____Benchmark 2 on system modelling

The second Benchmark study emphasized system model-
ling as opposed to model quantification. The gen-
eral task selected was the analysis of transients
in which feedwater is lost in a BWR plant, result-
ing in the need to depressurize the primary system
to enable the use of the low pressure injection
systems.

Background material for the study was delivered
by Sydkraft Power Company for the Barsebåck Nu-
clear Power Plant, and by ASEA ATOM. The process
diagram of the feedwater systems is presented in
Figure 2.2.1. The AC electric power supply backed
up by diesel generators and on site gas turbines
were included in the analysis.

The original aims in Benchmark 2 were:

Comparison of the different approaches in
the systematic identification of potential
failures, errors, and other hazards and
evaluation of the completeness of the
identification.

Comparison of alternative methods for the
modelling of complex event sequences.

Independent quantification and comparison
of computer codes.



162P1

H61E1

327P2
327P1

Figure 2 .2 .1 Barsebåck 1 Main (312 and H62) and Auxilliary (327) Feedwater Systems ( B W R ) .
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During the study the scope was limited to some
representative transients. The transients were

spurious or inadvertent A-isolation, i.e.
trip of the main feedwater system (MFWS)
with the possibility to restart it,

loss of external grid.

A-isolation was selected because it is the most
frequent initiator to loss of feedwater transients.
Loss of external grid, on the other hånd, is rela-
tively unlikely but important from the safety point
of view.

2^2.1___ Identification of the initiating events

The scope of this task had to be significantly
reduced because it was quickly realized that close
co-operation with plant operators and designers
was necessary if the task was to be completed with
a reasonable effort. From a practical standpoint
it was, however, impossible to arrange such sup-
port for all three research groups.

This task was thus limited to the analysis of the
operating experience at the Barsebåck plant. The
question of completeness in the identification of
initiating and contributing events remained unre-
solved.

2.2.2_ _Modellin2 of the eyent_sequences

All three research groups chose the conventional
modelling approach where, at the plant response
level, the event sequences åre described princi-
pally by event trees or cause-consequence diagrams.
At the second level, the events related to the
failure or success of the front line safety
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systems åre modelled down to equipment failure
and operator error level by using fault trees or
block diagrams.

For the first level models, the event sequences,
the following modelling techniques were chosen.

VTT: event tree; the main argument behind
the choice was to keep the models as
simple as possible.

Studsvik: cause-consequence diagram; the ambition
was to model recovery actions more in
detail already at this level (in the
quantification the dominant sequences
were simplified into an event tree).

Risø: cause-consequence event tree (a computer-
aided diagram combining several features
of the above two); here also an attempt
was made to model the recovery actions
in detail.

At various times throughout the study the differ-
ent models were compared. Both the techniques
used and the experience and insight obtained
from this comparison åre discussed in more
detail in Section 3.2.1.

During the course of the modelling work it was
found necessary to fix many assumptions and
boundaries for the analysis in order to prevent
the models from diverging too much and to facili-
tate useful comparisons. Some of the main assump-
tions åre listed in Table 2.2.1. This point
should be strongly emphasized because in the
course of a system analysis the analyst is
always making simplifications, truncations,
approximations and other types of assumptions
which åre often not documented.
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Table 2.2.1

Assumptions and Boundaries for Benchmark 2

Assumption/boundary Remarks

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

No high pressure make-up
systems other than MFWS and
AFWS åre included.

Reactor shutdown is sucess-
ful.

Island operation is not
considered.

Restoration possibility of
the lost external grid is
included in the models.

Onsite gas turbines åre
included.

Successful operation of DC
power supply to instrumen-
tation is assumed.

Water content in the turbine
condenser is sufficient.

Plant protection system was
not explicitly included in
the models except local
equipment protection and
the interface relays for A-
isolation.

Capacity of the other systems is
relatively small and their use
could only prolong the sequences
slightly.

Sequences with non-sucessful
shutdown åre quite different
(and unlikely).

Not relevant for Benchmark 2.

Restoration is quite likely and
interesting from the modelling
point of view.

This is a likely way to restore
the external power.

DC power supply is backed up by
batteries and highly reliable
during the short interval of
interest (20 min).

Loss of condenser inventory is
relatively unlikely and not of
special interest for Benchmark 2
purposes.

Usually the logic systems do not
contribute significantly; the
Benchmark 2 resources did not
allow a systematic checking of
this assumption (although it is
a very central one).

Operator actions åre modelled Benchmark 2 resources did not
in a functional way, i.e. only allow a deeper treatment of
omission errors in the recov- operator actions,
ery actions åre accounted for
(control room actions only).

10. Maintenance errors åre con-
sidered.

Special emphasis on potential
common cause failures.
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2^2^3____Front line safetv_sYstems_modelling

The second level models of the main and auxiliary
feedwater systems and the electric supply system
up to the boundaries agreed upon were modelled using

fault trees by Risø and Studsvik groups,

block diagrams by VTT group.

Very detailed fault trees were developed which
covered about 100 pages. The block diagrams, on
the other hånd, were developed to the main eguip-
ment level with only principal system and equipment
interactions included and took only 2 pages. The
two approaches åre quite different and åre compared
in more detail in Section 3.2.2.

2.2.4 guantification

During the initial stage of the quantification each
group compiled data for the basic events in their
models. Thereafter, a common data list was agreed
on for all the basic events that were common to all
the models. Variations in data were smaller than
in the Benchmark l study because all three groups
used the Swedish Reliability Data Handbook as the
primary source.

Although the quantitative results differed from each
other, this difference was slight when taking into
account differences in the modelling detail, treat-
ment of operator errors, and common cause failures.
In order to carry out a more objective comparison
of the computer codes a model fault tree was deve-
loped on the basis of the Benchmark 2 study models
and run with the same data. Results of this com-
parison åre discussed in Section 3.5.
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2.2.5 Experience from the analysis of operator
errors

As a supplementary task in Benchmark 2, a selection
of analyzed sequences were performed on a training
simulator [2-3]. The simulations were performed in
order to obtain a more illustrative picture of what
is happening in the control room during the transi-
ents, what information is available to the oper-
ators, and how they identify the situation and re-
cover the plant operations. To this end the simu-
lator excercise proved very useful, especially for
system analysts who did not have much practical
experience with operator error analysis.

The information and insight obtained from the
simulations were taken into account in the final
checking of Benchmark 2 study models.

2.2.6 Comgleteness

The system models were compared prior to any
thorough review process. Six significant dif-
ferences were identified and åre listed in
Table 2.2.2. Two of them were emissions of hard-
ware, while the rest involved incorrect modelling
of the functional logic. It is interesting to
note that only one of these differences had a
significant impact on the quantitative results.

The number of differences observed here can not be
used as an estimate of the error frequency in PRA
work in general because the differences were dis-
covered at an early stage in the modelling. It is
likely that they would all have been identified and
corrected during the review process which is typi-
cally performed during a PRA. However, the experi-
ence from Benchmark 2 once again highlights the
need for a well organised review of a system ana-
lysis .
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Table 2.2.2

Differences and incompletenesses found in Benchmark 2 models

Item Sensitivity
factor1

1. Check valve causing a single failure of
MFWS (462V30) 0.7

2. Connection line from the condensate pumps
to AFWS l.l

3. Reverse flow in pump lines 0.9

4. Loss and recovery of the external power
source 0.9 - 1.1

5. Automatic start signals 1.0

6. Operation mode switch of the MFWS pumps
(running/stand-by selector) 14

1 The following definition has been used:

Sensitivity factor = Erroneous result
•* Correct result

2 .3_____Summary of experience

The two Benchmark studies provided an excellent
framework for applying different methods, data
sources, and computer codes to practical problems
and comparing the results. Thus they were of cen-
tral importance in the NKA/SÅK-1 proj eet.

During the Benchmark l study the sensitivity of de-
rived failure parameters to available data was dem-
onstrated. It is apparent that judgement plays an
important role in calculating the parameters through
the selection of data or even data handbooks. Once
the data were selected, however, the various calcu-
lational techniques produce similar results.

In the Benchmark 2 study experience was obtained
about the advantages and limitations of different
modelling methods and approaches. Although the
final models were similar with respect to the
major contributors to system failure, they differed
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considerably in most other respects. Many of the
differences, however, can be attributed to the lack
of continuous communication with the plant, utility,
or vendor. Hence, although scoping models may be
possible from the documentation alone, detailed
models should not be attempted without this com-
munication.

Regarding the modelling techniques themselves, it
appears that familiarity with the technique is the
most important factor for ease of model construc-
tion and review. Block diagrams appear to be easier
to work with for simple systems but can become
logically quite complex for more complicated sys-
tems. Similarly, cause-consequence diagrams allow
a more compact evaluation of the many possible
event sequences but can also become very difficult
to manage for complex systems.

It is interesting to note that the group using
the success oriented model (block diagrams) in-
cluded a success path not included in the fault
trees. Conversely, the groups using the failure
oriented model (fault trees) included a failure
path not included in the block diagram model.
Hence, although both techniques åre capable of
modelling the same events, it appears that the
strategy behind the techniques may influence what
events åre included.

The large system models provided good test cases
for the comparison of various computer codes. In
faet, during the course of the study, the computer
codes were continuously improved in order to
handle large models more efficiently by, for
example, the use of modularization. As an alter-
native, support states were used to split the
large models into smaller ones which could then
be managed by the existing computer codes in a
reasonable time.
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3. COMPARISON OF METHODS

A reliability analysis of large technological pro-
cess systems such as nuclear power plants is a com-
plex process. Experience in performing such analy-
ses throughout the world has lead to the definition
of several analysis areas and resulted in the gen-
eration of alternative techniques to address each
area. In general, methods do exist to address all
problems although some require approximations
and/or simplifications. In practice, the choice
of a specific method is often a matter of pref-
erence and familiarity.

3 .1_____Fault identification

The construction of system models, illustrated in
Figure 3.1.1, allows the systematic identification
of causes of failure for complex systems. To con-
struct a model, both the operational requirements
and the possible failure modes (or faults) of the
components åre required. Thus the identification of
which basic fault events (component failure modes,
human actions, etc) should be included in the sys-
tem models is a basic part of any analysis. One

very important class of faults, common cause ini-
tiators, is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.10.

Several different methods, manual as well as compu-
ter aided, åre available to help with the identifi-
cation of faults. Selection of which method to use
should be made with due consideration of the circum-
stances of each problem. Often the use of several
different methods in combination is necessary.

It should be emphasized that even the most advanced
methods can not guarantee the completeness of the
results. Good documentation, including a clear
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System Specification
and operating mode

l——-

Fault Identification

Model Construction

Model !•«- Data

Quantification 1

i

Result Evaluation

F I C M R E 3 . 1 . 1 System Analysis Flow-chart
The solid lines indicate the initial
construction process and the dashed
lines the checking process.

specification of the failure search strategies ap-
plied, in addition to a careful independent review
can, however, ensure the quality of the work.

3.1.1 Search methods

The methods used for fault identification and those
used for system modelling should not be stringently
separated. The latter methods support the former
ones in many cases by highlighting some, but not
all, areas which need closer investigation.
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anjily_sis

Failure mode and effects analysis [3-1] is always
used during analysis of a system; either explicitly
using tables and forms [3-2] or implicitly using
experience.

The principle of the method is to examine every
component in the system and ask the questions:

How can this component fail?
What will happen i f this component fails?

As an aid in documenting and completing the analy-
sis, results can be recorded in a tabular format.

Application of tabular formats is recommended
since a systematic recording of all failure modes
analysed is a valuable part of the documentation,
particularly when addressing completeness. An
example of such a format is presented in
Table 3.1.1.

5.• i• i• i. _Hazards_and_op_erabi ]Li ty_study

The hazards and operability analysis method [3-1,
3-3, 3-4] is a procedure currently in wide use
throughout the chemical industry. It should be
noted, however, that the term hazards and oper-
ability study is used in design, construction,
and operation of plants and not just for distur-
bance analysis.

As in a failure mode and effects analysis, each
component in a system is considered in turn. How-
ever, instead of considering only equipment faults,
a systematic search procedure is used to identify
potential deviations in each process variable
(flow, pressure, temperature, etc), using pre-
scribed tabular formats and check lists.



COMPONENT
IDENTIFICATION

No . xxx
Globe Check -
val ve

STATES
FUNCTIONS

Prevention
of reverse
flow

FA I LURE
MODES

Falls to
open

Fails to
close

Disrup-
tion of
globe

External
leakage

FAILURE
CAUSES

Mechanical
blockage

" - "

Corrosion

Water
hammer

Wear of
Seal

Disruption
of housing

TEST AND
MAINTENANCE
FREQUENCY

Annually

FAILURE
EFFECTS
ON ASG

Loss of
one pump
line

Reverse
flow if
pump in
the same
line fails
to op.

The globe
may be mo-
ved to the
T-joint
blocking
the common
pipeline
of the
system

Minor

LOSS Of
system
function

EFFECT ON
OTHER
SYSTEMS
(optional)

FAILURE
DETECTION
POSSIBILITY

None i Low flow

OPERATOR
ACTIONS

None pos-
alarm i sible

|
(

11 - " Low flow " - "
alarm + j

j low pressu- \
re on meter

i

j

i. _ i, il _ n

j

" _ "

" _ - M _ II

» . "

M _ M

j

NOTES

To be in-
cluded in
the fault
tree

n _ ••

Possible
effects
should be
investi-
gated fur-
ther.

Not to be
included
in the
f. t.

Probabili-
ty too low
to be in-
cluded in
the f. t.

Table 3.1.1. Example on the application of the Failure mode and effect analysis format.
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The deviations åre recorded using a cause-conse-
quence-cure format. The analysis is documented in
detail, which is an important aspect in ensuring
an adeguate analysis. An organizational technigue
using action sheets to ensure that areas of doubt
åre investigated has been found to be particularly
useful when several people åre involved in an
analysis .

The hazards and operability analysis method was
used extensively in the SCRATCH pro j eet and the
experience obtained reported in [3-3].

3.1.1.3. _Check_l:Lsts

Check lists can be used as an aid in the identifi-
cation of failures. Check lists åre available for
various categories of failures such as the circum-
stances for occurrence of a fire or the failure
modes for failure of pressure boundaries in com-
ponents . A danger in the use of check lists is,
however, that the analyst may restrict the search
to those items in the check list [3-1]-. One
alternative which avoids this problem is to use
check lists during the review, instead of during
the initial analysis.

The management oversight and risk tree (MORT) is a
logic tree for organizing administrative strengths
and/or weaknesses to allow specific recommendations
to improve management control [3-5]. The method is
applied by using checklists which address management
control over various tasks.
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3.1^2 Ogerating exgerience

Utilizing operating experience related to the sys-
tem under analysis is highly recommended in order
to make the analysis as realistic as possible. This
experience is available to a limited extent through
failure reports. However, interviews o f operating
personnel or reviews by the operating personnel of
the documentation of an analysis åre generally much
more useful .

1 1 should be noted that operating experience for
the entire system can be used only as a supplement
to an analysis. It can only stand alone in excep-
tional cases where the operating experience is suf-
ficient for calculation of statistical failure data
for the system. Care should be taken to ensure that
the operating experience utilized concerns either
the same system/component as the one analyzed or a
similar system/component operated under similar
conditions with respect to operating procedures,
maintenance, testing, and environment.

3.1.3___ Onsite_insgection

Experience shows that it is impossible to identify
all potential failure and hazard causes from draw-
ings and flow sheets alone . Methods have been de-
veloped for systematic onsite inspection such as
walk through and inspection check lists [3-1]. In
particular, onsite inspection is useful for identi-
fication of certain types of dependent and common
cause failures occurring in components which åre
located near each other.

Automatic and computer aided methods åre useful
for identification of failures and ensure a con-
sistent level of resolution throughout the analy-
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sis. Although manpower requirements for an analy-
sis åre similar, the quality of the result using
computer codes is less dependent on the experience
of the analyst.

One example of automatic fault tree construction
is the RIKKE program [3-6]. A system flow sheet is
constructed interactively on a graphic terminal by
selecting from a library of component modules and
defining their input and output relationships. The
program then draws from a library of failure modes
to construct a fault tree. 11 can analyze mechan-
ical and electrical systems and operating pro-
cedures .

3 .2_____Sequence and system modelling

Modelling methods currently used in PRA studies
fall into two main categories:

1. Methods for the description of event
propagation:

event tree (ET)

cause-consequence diagram (CCD)

2) Reliability models of systems:

fault tree (FT)

block diagram (BD)

GO-chart (GO)

An additional method, the state model, can not
be included in either group. The state method is
an auxiliary method which is used in connection
with system reliability models. It can be useful
in the quantification of complex minimal cut
sets but increases the complexity of the calcu-
lations.
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Event and fault tree formats åre the most common
but the best point to end one format and begin
the other can not be exactly specified. The
description of event propagation and plant

response is done usirig both types of methods in
combination and they can be used in different
proportions to each other (Figure 3.2.1). In
faet, this is the key problem in modelling: what
should be included in event sequences and from
where to begin detailed system modelling.

EVENT TREE

CC DIAGRAM

FAULT TREE

BLOCK DIAGRAM

GO CHART

IN IT IAT ING
EVENTS

FUNCTIONAL
RESPONSE

FRONT LINE
SYSTEMS

SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

BASIC
EVENTS

FIGURE 3 . 2 . 1 Nominal Ranges for Modelling Techniques.
Solid lines commonly used, dashed lines
potentially used.

Different approaches to modelling and the benefits
and limitations of available methods will be
illustrated by examples based on the Benchmark 2
Study. In the examples, a configuration of the
main feedwater system (MFWS) and auxiliary
feedwater system (AFWS) åre considered together
with the electric supply system (ESS).
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In Sweden, fault trees and event trees have been
used in all PRA's. A standard fault tree format
has been selected (see Figure 3.2.5) and several
similar component/failure mode naming schemes
have been developed and incorporated in the data
base manipulation codes [3 - 45].

secfuence_modelling

In the traditional modelling approach, originating
in the Reactor Safety Study [3-7], event trees
and fault trees åre used in combination. An event
tree used to describe the functional response of
the plant in the Benchmark 2 Study is presented
in Figure 3.2.2.

EVENT TREE HEADINCS

INITI -
ATING
TRAN-
SIENT

EXTER-
NAL
CRID
PRE-
SERVED

AFWS
1.START

EXTER-
NAL
CRID
RECO-
VERED

AFWS
2.START

MFWS
RESTART

SEQUENCE

.YES

NO

STARTS

NO

.STARTS

1.* OK

2. OK

3.** PLOFW

H. OK

5. OK

6. OK

7. PLOFW

8. PLOFW

Figure 3 . 2 . 2 Sample Event Tree.
The initiating event includes trip
of the reactor, turbine and MFWS.

* High Pressure Feedwater available
** Prevaling Loss of Feedwater (Depressurization required) .
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The event tree headings åre arranged either in
chronological or causal order. Headings can be
systems' status, basic events, or operator actions.
Systems' status åre usually developed down to the
component and action level in fault trees, basic
events åre quantified from data, and operator ac-
tions åre developed with human reliability tech-
niques. Note that fault trees åre composed of es-
sentially the same items and this contributes to
the difficulty of deciding what should be included
in the fault trees versus the event trees.

In Figure 3.2.3 a CCD corresponding to the event
tree in 3.2.2 is drawn with the operator actions
modelled in more detail. In a more complicated
case, CCD usually results in more compact models
because parallel branches can be grouped together
by logical gates and treated as a single entity.
However, ET is the most simple model because there
is only one logical operator: YES/NO-branching.

The compactness of CCD compared with ET also has
its drawbacks. Grouping of the branches makes se-
quence by sequence review difficult and may cause
some dependences to be overlooked. During quan-
tification the CCD must be restructured into
alternative, mutually exclusive branches (i.e.
to an ET effectively) in order to account for the
dependences. Thus the use of CCD is typically re-
duced to qualitative use only, or as an inter-
mediate modelling stage.

There åre several intrinsic problems in ET con-
struction. No universal solutions can be presented
and the optimum approach varies from case to case.
The main problems and some recommendations on how
to address them åre discussed below.
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Loss of offsite power
house turbine operation fails

IE
Makeup water supply

on auto demand
N l Y

01

3 2 7 / 3 1 2 / 1 4 6 2
recovery attempt

*

1

327/312/462
recovery successful

Y 1 N

D!+D2 -- 10 min

D3tDit - 10 - 20 min

D3tD5 + D6 = 1 0 - 2 0 min

OI Operator Input

^7 = Fault Tree

K = Exclusive OR

Level continues
dropping

Feedwater from 3 1 2 / t 6 2
at L3 in the reactor

Level continues
dropping

Offsite power restored
within 30 min after transient

Figure 3.2.3 Sample Cause-Consequence
Diagram. Time delays and
recovery events included.
AD = Automatic Depressurization
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ET branches åre related to the success/non success
of the events represented by the headings. The suc-
cess criteria for a specific ET heading may depend
on the events placed earlier. This is not usually
indicated explicitly in ET but should not be over-
looked in quantification. Principally, the success
criteria åre defined for each single sequence in-
dividually and can thus be håndled correctly.

Another problem is how to correctly treat shared
equipment and other system interactions. In the
Benchmark 2 study problem, for example, one se-
quence cut set included the failure of one train
of MFW, one train of AFW, and loss of an electric
bus which supplied the other trains in each system.
In this case none of the individual systems has
completely failed but the combination of partial
failures leads to the failure of the required func-
tion. This means that ET should be interpreted as
a functional model only and that reduction and
quantification in the general case must be done
for entire sequences.

The shared equipment and system interactions åre
treated in the traditional approach in such a
way that

1) most important interactions åre included
as ET headings,

2) other dependences, such as low level
shared equipment, åre included in the
fault trees. In the quantification, the
fault trees involved åre joined by an
AND gate and the large fault tree is
håndled by a computer program in order
to obtain the correct cut sets.
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An alternative has been used in some recent PRA
studies:

3) dependences between several safety sys-
tems åre described by support states: a
typical example is the availability of
the electric power at different buses.

In the third approach the fault trees for ET
headings - in some case even the event trees -åre
drawn conditionally for each support state. This
may easily result in very tedious work. For
example, the number of main electric buses ranges
typically from 6 for two train systems to 12 for
four train systems: if they åre treated by using

6 l ?support states then 2 to 2 states need to be
defined. Although there is a certain degree of
symmetry between the states, the number of dif-
ferent states to be treated becomes several tens
at least. This results in laborious matrix arith-
metics during quantification, which tends to
obscure the engineering insight that could be
gained from event trees.

On the other hånd, the problem can not be solved
by incorporating all dependences in ET headings
because system interactions åre usually present
at the subsystem level and often at the equipment
level. Event trees could easily become very long
and difficult to manage.
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In event sequence modelling a proper balance should
be found between the detail and compactness of
event trees. This means that ET headings should
include at least the response of the front line
safety systems and (only) the most important shared
equipment at support system level.

3 ._2 ._2___Svstem_reliabilitv_modelling

In order to aid in the discussion of system models,
a section of the AFW in Figure 2.2.1 is expanded
and reproduced in Figure 3.2.4. A fault tree for
this section is presented in Figure 3.2.5. As an
alternative to fault trees, block diagrams (BD)
can be used for detailed modelling. A block
diagram corresponding to 3.2.5 is shown in
Figure 3.2.6.

[M
327P2

Figure 3 . 2 . 1 4 High Pressure Section of AFWS ( B W R ) .
Expanded section of Figure 2 . 2 . 1 used
to demonstrate modelling techniques.
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ASEA-ATOH SUPER-TREE 85-02-18 PAGE : 327AOO
INSUFFICIENT
FLOW FROM
SYSTEM
* 1327AOO

1 —————
INSUFFICIENT
FLOW FROM
VALVE HEADER

+ [R327A10

INSUFFICIENT
FLOW TO
VALVE HEADER
t |R327A*0

PUMPS FAIL
TO START

* (A327A50

j ———————— 4- ————

PUMP 327P1
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+ R327A21

NO
A-ISOLATION
SIGNAL

P HA I SOL

t- .100E-03

i '
VALVE 327V31
FAILS TO
CLOSE

D 327V031P1B
t

—— l
PUMP 327P2
FAILS TO
START

D [327P002C2A
t t

t
BACKFLOW IN
PUMP LINES

t R327A52

BACKFLOW IN
LINE 1

* A327A62

j ———————— 4 ——————

PUMP 327P1
FAILS TO
START

D 327P001C2A
t

DATE : 85-02-18
TIME : 14.12.53
SIGN : HK

—]
VALVE 327V31
LOCKED OPEN
AFTER MAINT.

• P 327V031P4U
1 .100E-03
l
FLOW PATH
BLOCKED

* A327A«

f —————

l
ONE PUMP
FAILS TO
START

+ R327A24

f- ____ ,-———

PUMP 327P1
FAILS TO
START

D 327P001C2A
t

VALVE 327V4
FAILS TO
OPEN
D 327V004R1A

VALVE 327V«
FAILS TO
OPEN

D |327VO*2M1A
t t

— 1
CHECK VALVE
FAILS TO
CLOSE

P 327V006B1B

n
BACKFLOW IN
LINE 2

* A327AB4

I —————

—— l
PUMP 327P2
FAILS TO
START

D 327P002C2A
t

PUMP 327P2
FAILS TO
START

D 327P002C2A

CHECK VALVE
FAILS TO
CLOSE

P 327V009B1B
* .S10E-03 "̂  "t .610E-03

Figure 3.2.5 Fault Tree for Figure 3.2.4
D = Transfer
P = Primary event
+ = OR gate
* = AND gate
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662A1 så

662B1 så

SUCCESS MODE LECEND

st = starts
to = transfers open
te = transfers closed
så = supply available

Figure 3.2 6 Reliability Block Diagram

The diagram includes the section of the
AFWS in Figure 3.2. i». The necessary power
inputs åre represented by arrows into the
sides of the block. The diagram is drawn
from right to left to enhance comparison
with the process diagram.

The reliability BD is typically more compact than
the fault tree. This is achieved at the cost that
component failure modes (or other events in the
model) åre not explicitly written down in the BD.
This has its drawbacks because important assumptions
which might be apparent from the text could be
missed.

The BD may follow the physical structure of the
systems closely. This makes a BD easier to under-
stand and check against system drawings. In com-
plex structures, however, the physical structure
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can not be strictly followed: typical examples
åre back-flow possibilities in pump lines which
åre included in the examples given.

Thus it seems that the BD is a preferable model
for systems with relatively straightforward func-
tional logic. However, the deductive construction
philosophy of fault trees makes them recommendable
in cases of complex functional logics.

3.2.3 GO method

The GO method [3-8] is a success diagram which
is much more general than a BD. There åre 17 GO-
operators available as diagram elements in the
GO computer program compared with 5 for a BD.

GO charts can also be used to model the event
propagation. The example event tree of Figure 3.2.2
is translated into a GO-chart in Figure 3.2.7. For
convenience the success definition is written under
each operator. The GO-chart is not very illustra-
tive. When used for event sequence modelling GO-
charts become quite similar to fault trees: plenty
of AND- and OR-operators åre used.

EXTERNAL
NOT(l5) CRID

RESTORED

MFWS
RESTART

EXTERNAL
CRID
PRESERVED

Figure 3 . 2 . 7 CO Event Sequence Model.
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The use of GO as a system reliability model is
illustrated in Figure 3.2.8. In this case the
repetition of the same basic event is avoided by
using complicated logical structure to model the
back flow cut sets. Another alternative would be
a structure similar to that of a BD, Figure 3.2.6.

662A1 så

Condensate
feed

662A1 så

VI to

V 2 t o

Figure 3 . 2 . 8 Co-Chart.
The diagram includes the section of the AFWS in
Figure 3 . 2 . 4 . The legend for the abbreviations is
given in Figure 3 . 2 . 6 . The diagram is- drawn in the
conventional direction from left to right.

3.3 Dependent failure analysis

The use of redundant and diverse systems to pro-
vide reactor safety functions has effectively
reduced the probability of independent failures
leading to reactor accidents. The complexity of
the design, however, creates a potential for de-
pendencies between and within the systems which
may have a decisive influence on the reliability.
Design defficiencies, external phenomena (including
events like earthguakes, fires, etc), functional
deficiencies and human factors (e.g. installation,
manufacturing, testing, maintenance and operator
errors) åre typical causes of dependent failures.
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The importance of multiple failures has already
been demonstrated by reactor operating experience,
and dominating accident sequences frequently in-
volve multiple failures. Dependencies tend to in-
crease the frequency of multiple concurrent fail-
ures; therefore, treatment of dependencies should
constitute a crucial part of any PRA study. A
general assumption o f independence between systems
(components) is non-conservative and usually leads
to excessively optimistic results.

A comprehensive discussion of difficulties encoun-
tered in the practical analysis of dependencies may
be found in [3-9]. In addition, several specific
recommendations concerning different problem areas
have been given.

Problems associated with the choice of terminology
and definitions have sometimes led to confusion.
Several types of dependent failures exist, namely:
common cause failures (CCF's), common mode failures
(CMF's), cascade failures, shared equipment depen-
dencies .

Common cause failures have attracted much atten-
tion since special methods åre required for their
treatment. According to a general definition, common
cause failures åre multiple failures at the same
time (occur simultaneously or in a short time in-
terval) which åre attributable to a common cause.
Such a rather inclusive definition seems adequate
for the performance of PRA studies, where all
potentially significant CCF's åre to be identified.
A more exclusive definition may be necessary for
identification of CCF's in the available data bases
in order to reduce the potential for different in-
terpretations of the same material. Although it is
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not absolutely necessary to have a unigue and pre-
cise definition, each analyst should specify which
definition he is actually using. This applies to
reviews of the data bases as well as to the PRA
studies.

A clear distinction should be made between common
cause failures and common mode failures. The
latter group of failures is a subset of CCF's,
which only strikes identical redundant components
or systems. In thorough studies of dependencies the
term "common cause" should be used, since the aim of
such analyses is to identify dependencies among all
components and not just similar components.

Cascade failures åre a seguence of two or more
failures in which each failure results from the
preceding one . Shared eguipment dependencies occur
when the same eguipment is shared by more than one
system. These failures can be successfully håndled
by independent failure models which explicitly in-
corporate f ault propagation paths . Nevertheless
they åre sometimes classified as CCF's. The differ-
ences in classifications åre of little importance
as long as all types of failures åre treated con-
sistently treated.

3 3 2 C f ation

Dependent failures åre usually subdivided into
several categories in order to facilitate perform-
ance of the analysis. The set of classes of CCF's
proposed by the CSNI Task Force on Rare Events
[3-10] is based on different mechanisms consti-
tuting the cause of dependency. The classification
of the PRA Procedures Guide [3-11], made with con-
sideration given to the available methods for
analysis, concerns general dependent failures which
include all types of system interaction. The system
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in the PRA Procedures Guide is more helpful for
structuring the problem and identifying the main
risk contributors than for making a proper classi-
fication.

3.3.3 Methods for gualitative analysis

Available methods for qualitative conunon cause
failure analysis (CCFA), i.e. methods primarily
used to identify CCF's, may roughly be divided
into three groups:

"think-through" and "walk-through"
analyses

modified fault trees [3-7]

generic cause approach [3-12].

"Think-through" and "walk-through" analyses rep-
resent an engineering approach to the problem and
rely heavily on detailed knowledge of the process
or plant to be analysed (including operating ex-
perience). The main advantages of these two methods
åre that they åre fairly simple to apply and do not
normally require large resources of manpower and
computer codes. Even i f completeness can not be
guaranteed, the level of confidence may be con-
siderably increased by application of systematic
procedures based on extensive use of check lists,
questionnaires, etc. Figure 3.3.1 illustrates one
such check list [3-13]. The method is purely quali-
tative and requires incorporation of dominant CCF
contributors into the original fault trees in a
fashion similar to what is done in the modified
fault tree method. Extensive use of systematic
"think-through" and "walk-through" analyses is
strongly recommended.
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DAT E: 83-05-04
SYSTEM- 327
SIGN : SH____

CHECK LIST ATTACHMENT

\DEPENDENCY

EDUNDANCY

NORMAL EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT

-ACILITY-RELATED
:XTERNAL PHENOMENA

HUMAN
ERROR

u << _>
COMMENT

Auxi l iary
feedwater
pumps P1.P2

Short circuit ,may
nfluence surveil lance
equipment
Leakageidrain con-
nected to system 345

Aux i l ia ry
condensate
pumps P3.P«

on-
exist

The pumps have never
been subject to
maintenance or
epair

V 2 . V 3
on-

exist

V 4 . V 4 2
Same environment
as PI and P2

V28.V29 exist
Same environment
as P3 and P4

V26.V27
on-

exist
Same environment
as P3 and P4

K105.K106
Impact - mi ss i les
f rom pumps; exposed
ocation

V 6 . V 9
non-
exist

V 1 5 . V 1 7

Fiqure 3.3.1 Identification of potential
dependencies [3-13]. A six
degree scale extending from l
(insignificant) to 6 (large
significance) has been used
for assignment of ranks.
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The modified fault tree method incorporates depen-
dencies into the logical model through modification
of the original fault tree. Since the decision of
which dependencies to model must be made by an
analyst and the modification may depend on the tree
structure, it may be difficult to ensure a system-
atic approach in the application of the method.
In addition, analysis of the resulting large fault
trees can be costly and time consuming. However, if
this method is used to identify CCF-contributors,
it may also be used for quantification since the
CCF's have already been incorporated into the fault
trees.

The generic cause approach is based on analysis of
dependencies within minimal cut sets. Therefore, no
insertion of potential CCFs into the logic model is
necessary. Computer codes may be used to automate
the analysis to a large extent, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.6. This approach can easily be extended to
include quantification. The technique is extremely
systematic, which creates a potential danger that
the analyst is systematically missing some import-
ant items. Therefore, "think-through" and "walk-
through" analyses should be performed in parallel.

A combination of available methods for qualitative
CCFA seems to be the optimal approach to the prob-
lem, since each technique has some special draw-
backs and merits. A reasonable methodology may in-
volve systematic "think-through" and "walk-through"
analyses supplemented with a limited scope generic
cause approach.

§^3^4_ „Screening

Independently of which qualitative method is chosen
for CCFA, great importance must be given to the
screening procedures for elimination of insignifi-
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cant dependencies . Otherwise the problem becomes
impossible to handle. The necessary sorting can
make use of the physical location of the com-
ponents, the existing barriers, etc . Great care
must be taken when screening procedures åre ap-
plied. The risk of excluding significant contri-
butions is considerable.

S^S^B _ Human error_as a cause of_CCF

Human errors connected with testing, maintenance
and operator actions constitute one of the domi-
nating causes of dependency. There is an enormous
number of failure modes which may be caused by the
human factor and a very wide spectrum of hypotheti-
cal unusual situations. Techniques for qualitative
and quantitative analysis of simple human errors
åre available, but these techniques åre not very
useful for addressing errors which can lead to
common cause failures.

codesforCCFA

A number of computer programs based on fault tree
techniques have been developed to aid in the ex-
plicit modelling of multiple failures using the
generic cause approach. The SETS code seems to be
most widely used among the programs having CCF
options. The principles and capacity of other codes
(BACFIRE, COMCAN) used for dependent failure analy-
sis åre similar to those of SETS. The positive
features of SETS include generality, f lexibillty ,
capability of handling large and complex fault
trees, and screening ability [3-43].

The key disadvantage is that all the codes produce
vast amounts of qualitative information about the
potential for CCF ' s which is extremely difficult
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to prioritize and use. Therefore, the computerized
CCFA should be performed with caution and interact
with the manual work [3-44].

3.3_17___ Methods for quantitatiye_analYsis

Among different quantitative methods used for ab-
solute prediction of CCF contributions the follow-
ing have been freguently used:

square root method [3-7]

beta-factor method [3-14]

Marshall-Olkin specialization [3-15]

common load model [3-16]

Markov models [3-17].

The square root method, which only requires inde-
pendent failure probabilities, has been criticized
for its arbitrariness. The other techniques have
different merits and disadvantages. Concerning the
choice of the optimal quantitative method, the
availability of data is a decisive factor which
usually does not justify using sophisticated
models. Thus, if possible, methods utilizing only
few parameters (e. g.the beta-factor model), should
be used. As noted in [3-9], the beta-factor method
was developed for systems with only two trains.
Consequently, direct application of the method to
systems with higher redundancy leads to excessively
conservative predictions. It is extremely important
that the analysts åre aware of the weaknesses and
limitations of the models applied.

Recently, higher order models, namely the Multiple
Greek Letter Method [3-18], Multiple Dependent-
Failure-Fraction Method [3-19], and Additive Depen-

dence models [3-20] have been developed. These
models, when applied to systems characterized by



a high level of redundancy, provide more realistic
estimates of system failure probabilities than tra-
ditional one-parameter methods [3-21]. A recent
workshop was dedicated to a thorough study of
methods for quantitative CCF analysis [3-20].

Since lack of data constitutes the most serious
limitation, common to all parametric methods, sen-
sitivity analysis is strongly recommended. It al-
lows the analyst to get a better feeling for un-
certainties and weak points, and to try different
models, data sets and assumptions. Usually, the
results obtained by means of sensitivity analy-
sis can be easily interpreted and decisions may
be made regarding the necessity of further investi-
gation. In some cases it may be more practical to
introduce system modifications or apply defensive
measures than to attempt an absolute failure pre-
diction.

3 ̂3 ̂8___5ata_sources

Limitations of available data sources stand out
as the weakest link in the current state of CCF
quantification. Definitely most information is
available on diesel generators [3-22] which åre
particularly suitable objects for the study of
dependent failures. Some compilations also deal
with pumps, valves, instrumentation and control
assemblies. There åre considerable discrepancies
between the reported probabilities of multiple
failures. Also the range of obtained values of
CCF parameters (e.g. beta-factor) is very broad.
Several sources of uncertainty have been ident-
ified: use of different CCF definitions and dif-
ferent classification schemes, ambiguity in the
event description, differences in sample sizes,
plånt-to-plånt variation, use of different models
for CCF estimation.
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The urgent need for reliable generic component par-
ameters, cause related data, and component-specific
models and data is apparent.

3.3.9 External events

There is a wide spectrum of external events which
should be considered as potential causes of depen-
dent failures. These include earthguakes, fires,
flooding, tornados, hurricanes, lightning, airplane
crashes and exploding gas clouds. Experience from
safety analyses of many plants shows that facility-
and site-related external phenomena may constitute
the dominant contributors to the total risk.

The methods for treatment of external events in
risk studies have been thoroughly described in
PRA Procedures Guide [3-11]. Most of the exter-
nal events åre modelled by developing hazard
curves (relating severity of the event to its
frequency of occurrence) and fragility distri-
butions for structures, systems and/or components
(relating the probability of failure to the sev-
erity of the hazard). For each potential accident
sequence, the hazard curves åre combined by math-
ematical convolution to estimate the frequency of
the accident sequence due to the considered exter-
nal event.

The sophisticated approach to analysis of external
events, based on computerized techniques, is not
always needed. "Think-through" and "walk-through"
analyses may lead to very qualified work.

The treatment of external events having large
magnitudes entails a certain degree of subjec-
tivity, since data on the occurrence of such low
probability events åre scarce. However, the use
of a probabilistic approach for the analysis of
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external phenomena is in many cases better suppor-
ted by data than the corresponding analysis of
familiar internal events (e. g. large LOCAs ) .

It should be kept in mind that defensive measures
(physical separation in particular) provide a very
effective protection against most of the external
events .

3 3 1 0 Commoncauseinitiators

In PRA the identification of events which may in-
itiate accident sequences is of central importance.
In addition to conventional LOCA and transient in-
itiators there exist disturbances and failure com-
binations which åre much more difficult to discover
and which directly affect several safety systems
and thus contribute significantly to the core melt
probability. Of particular interest åre the so
called common cause initiating events which require
function of a safety system yet at the same time
cause unavailability of this system. Latent design
errors may contribute to the occurrence o f common
cause initiators.

3 .4 _____ Human error analysis

Human errors at power plants include maintenance
or repetitive errors and operational or non repeti-
tive errors. Maintenance errors of commission and
errors of emission åre usually included. However,
operational errors of commission and recovery ac-
tions have recently been addressed [3-23, 3-24].

There åre many different ways of addressing human
error [3-11, 3-25] . Selection of the most detailed
method to address all errors would require a pro-
hibitive expenditure of manpower. However, the
exclusive use of the simplest method may not ae-
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curatly reflect the expected frequency of the
errors. A mix of the various technigues, depend-
ing on the impact of the errors, is suggested.

3.4.1 Identification of important human
errors_

In the same way as basic failure event identifi-
cation, human error identification can be simpli-
fied with the use of tables and checklists. An
example of a checklist to evaluate operator
actions and hence illustrate typical errors and
the underlying factors contributing to the errors
åre given in Figure 3.4.1 [3-26].

Since maintenance errors åre associated with
components they åre usually included in the
fault trees. Systematic maintenance errors, due
either to management policy or similar task
dependence, should be considered. However, if
sufficient plant specific information is avail-
able, maintenance dependencies may already be
included in component common cause failure
events. If a simple and conservative estimate of
maintenance error probability is made first,
additional analysis can be performed on any
errors which contribute greatly to the system
unavailability.

Operational errors åre usually included at the
event or function tree level but, in some cases,
may be placed in the fault trees. I f included in
a fault tree, their importance can be assessed
in the same way as maintenance errors. I f included
in tl.e event or function tree, however, it may be
necessary to estimate the importance of the error
before quantification. Unlike system analysis,
accident sequence analysis can be so complex that
it is impractical to repeat the analysis.
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EXCESSIVE TASK DEMAND
IMPRECISE F.XF.CUTION

FORGETTING ISOLATED AGT
MISTAKE AMONG ALTERNATIVES

INSUFFICIENT DIAGNQSIS
INFORMATION MI5UNDERSTOO

INADEQUATE INSTRUCTIONS
AMBIGUOUS INFORMATION

INFORMATION NOT RECEIVEP

ENGAGEMENT IN OTHER TASK
DISTRACTION FROM REST OF GROUP
CONFUSION WITH SIMILAR TASK

INTERRUPT FROM EXTERNAL TASK

O—DETECTION need for activity is
not detected

O—OBSERVATION necessary informai
is disregprded or not observed

O—IDENTIFICATION ircorrect
identification of system state

O—SELECTION intended set of objectives
does not raten criteria or system state

O—SPECIFICATION plamed activities
inadequate for intended set of
objectives

O—EXECUTION incorrect performarce
of plamed activities

Ccmnents co cperator's assurptions about the system state, objectives, ard activities:

Figure 3.4.1 Checklist to evalulate operator performance (3-26)
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3.4.2 guantification of human errors

The most direct method for guantifying human error
probabilities is to assemble a panel of experts to
directly judge the probabilities [3 - 42]. A more
systematic, and perhaps the most used, method is
given by Swain [3-27, 3-28]. Swain gives basic
human error rates for specific actions and guidance
on adaption of the supplied rates to specific situ-
ations . Maintenance and repetitive task errors åre
quantified independently of the specific sequences,
in much the same way as components.

Recently, the importance of available time has been
recognized for non repetitive or sequence dependent
operator actions. This time dependence is expressed
as the cumulative frequency of not completing an
action within a given time (Figure 3.4.2). This
time-reliability curve is used with a time supplied
from the systems analysis. The resulting prob-
ability is occasionally modified by situation fac-
tors or coupled with repetitive task errors. Here
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Figure 3.4.2. Operator Time-Re]iabi l i ty Curve(3-27).
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again Swain provides both quantitative and quali-
tative guidance. An alternative method is presented
in [3-29] where the reader is referred to Swain or
another time-reliability curve [3-30] for quanti-
fication.

It should be noted that, if applied in detail, all
the methods åre complex and time consuming and the
results still quite uncertain. Thus , particularly
at first, the supplied basic rates from Swain' s
handbook åre often used. This simple use may con-
tribute to the faet that many qualitative human
factor experts strongly disagree with the avail-
able techniques without, however, suggesting prac-
tical alternatives . In summary, current operator
error probabilities åre more appropriate for com-
parison purposes than as absolute error rates.

34.3 Simulation offailure

The necessary and extensive use of judgement in
the evaluation of human errors requires that the
analyst have some familiarity with the general
methods used by operators in a control room. Since
many situations which must normally be evaluated
involve post accident conditions not observable by
visits to an operating plant' s control room, simu-
lation of accident sequences can provide useful
insight [3-31] .

However, the use of a simulator to study specific
sequences developed in a PRA analysis may often
be subject to modelling constraints imposed be-
cause not all components åre included in the simu-
lator 's model. For example, the failure of one
check valve to close may have to be modelled by
the failure to open of two parallel, motor oper-
ated, isolation valves . In this case, the valve
position indicators assist the operators in ver-
ifying the nature of the problem.
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3 . 5_____Computer codes

The use of computer aided methods in reliability
analysis in general is steadily increasing. A
coarse grouping of the computer codes used in
this area can be made according to the main capa-
bilities of the codes. These capabilities åre:

identification of failures and construc-
tion of models (fault trees, reliability
block diagrams)

search for minimal cut or path sets

calculation of various probabilistic quan-
tities (reliability, unavailability etc)

analysis of dependent failures

analysis of sensitivity and uncertainty
propagation

plotting of analysis models (fault trees,
block diagrams).

A good summary of the most common codes, based
on a search of available literature, is given in
[3-11]. Therefore it is sufficient here to con-
centrate on the codes which åre used in the
Scandinavian countries. These codes åre summarized
in Tables 3.5.1 - 3.5.4 with the same headings
as in [3-11]. A performance comparison between
some of these codes is reported in [3-32].

Concerning computer codes in the first group, the
GO method has already been discussed in 3.2 and
the RIKKE code has been treated in 3.1.4. RELVEC
[3-33] is an interactive code primarily developed
for the analysis of large control systems. The
unique physical structure and the varying control
tasks åre easily modelled by the use of "connec-
tions".
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3.5.1 Computer codes for MCS determination

This group of codes finds the minimal cut and/or
path sets of a fault tree. A minimal cut set (MCS)
is a smallest combination of failures that must
occur simultaneously for the system to fail. The
MCS may be considered as unique system failure
modes. Their number, which is often very large,
is in a strong and intrinsic way dependent on
the number of basic events and gates of the fault
tree. A minimal path set is a dual and complemen-
tary concept: a smallest set of components that
simultaneously must operate successfully for the
system to function.

All of the codes in this group, which åre summa-
rized in Table 3.5.1, use a deterministic method.
WAMCUT uses a bottom-up Boolean substitation, while
FAUNET and RI SÅ search for the MCS's by a top-
down substitution (Mocus-algorithm, [3-34, 3-35]).
The latter method is also used by SETS but in a
more free, user-specified way.

The MCS's themselves yield much useful information
about the system being analysed. Furthermore, MCS's
åre used by some codes to calculate reliability
characteristics for the top event, to perform sen-
sitivity analysis and importance calculations, and
to search for common cause candidates.



Table 3.5.1

Computer codes for minimum cut set determination

Code

FAUNET

FTAP

RELVEC

RI SÅ

SETS

WAMCUT ,
CUTMOD

Input

Fault-tree de-
scription in
numeric form

8-character alpha
numeric names

10-char alphanu-
meric names, con-
trol system, con-
trol tasks, fault
tree, block dia-
gram, numerical
data

10-character alpha
numeric names,
control infor-
mation, fault tree
description, fail-
ure data

16 character alpha-
numeric names,
user' s program,

fault-tree descrip-
tion

10 character alpha-
numeric names,
control infor-
mation, failure

description

Limit on
number of
gates or
events

1000 primary
and complex
events , and
1000 gates
for the PDP-11
version

None

3000

2000 gates
and
2000 events

8000 events
(gates and
primary events

1500 primary
events and
1500 gates
For CUTMOD

apply to the
modularized
tree

Limit on
number or

gates cut sets

AND, OR None
NOT
K-of-N

AND, OR Up to 16

NAND in minimal

AND, OR Number
K/N, CON- -0.5 Mil
DITIONAL, size < 9
PARENTHSIS

AND, OR None
K-of-N

AND, OR None
INHIBIT
PRIORITY
Exclusive
or special

AND, OR Up to 1500
NOT, NOR minimal cut

ANOT ONOT order can be

Method of
generating
cut sets

Top-down
Boolean
substitution

Modulår sub-

Modular Sub-

Nelson Method

Path net

Top-down
Boolean sub-
stitution;
Monte Carlo
method

Top-down
Boolean sub-
stitution, but
user' s program
can be de-
signed for any
other method

Bottom-up
Boolean sub-

CUTMOD modu-

fault tree be-

generation

Other
outputs

Pivotally
dec ompose d
minimal
cut or
path sets

Probability of

sets , proba-
bility of
minimal path
sets

Reliability
availability,

sensitivity
analysis , re-
pair need

Probability of
minimal cut
sets and top
event

Prime impli-
cants and
common cause
candidates

Probabilities
and moments of

sets and top

ability poly-
nominal

Fault-tree

Yes, based
on cut-set
order

Yes, based

set order
and proba-
bility

Yes, based
on cut set

Yes, based
on proba-
bility (ab-

relative)

Yes, based
on cut-set
order

Yes, based
on both cut-

and prob-

Other

Contains algorithms
for modularization
and pivotal decompo-
siton. Contains a Igor -

network into fault
trees

Minimal cut sets o f

Automatic path net
c ons t ruet ion for con-
trol tasks . There can

tasks in one system.

Plot option, res tår
option, elimination
of rare and certain

weighted simulation

Processing in stages
or independent sub-
trees can be used to

eration

Can generate minimal
cut sets o f intermedi-

calculates Fussel-

events

Type of com-
puter , language ,

PDP-ll/VAX-11
FORTRAN IV
Available from
Riso National
Laboratory

IBM, CDC7600

Berkeley , Uni-
versity of
California

CYBER 173
VAX 11/750
Pascal
Available
from VTT

CDC 7600
Fortran IV
Available at

Cyber 170-835
Fortran IV
Available at
Studsvik

Cyber 170-835
Extended
Fortran IV
Available at
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3^5^2___Comguter codes for guantitative analysis

Many of the codes in this group åre used to com-
pute point estimates of the system or subsystem
probability (FAUNET, RELVEC, RISA, WAMBAM). Some
codes åre able to compute time-dependent unavail-
abilities. However, there åre codes specifically
aimed at a detailed time-dependent analysis of
system unavailability (FRANTIC, MOCARE, TESVEC
version of RELVEC).

Some codes also provide importance measures for
primary events and modules of the tree (IMPORTANCE,
RELVEC). Codes for uncertainty analysis åre treated
in the next section.

As regards the methods used, the codes can be
grouped into deterministic or Monte Carlo codes;
minimal cut set or direct-evaluation codes. Which
group each code belongs to is displayed in
Table 3.5.2.

3.5.3 Comguter codes for uncertainty analysis

Because of the statistical uncertainty in the in-
put failure and event frequency data it is very
important to include uncertainty analysis in PRA.
Various computer codes have been developed for
this purpose, most of which apply Monte Carlo simu-
lation to determine the distribution of a system
probability. The uncertainty in the primary event
probabilities is described by suitable probability
distributions. Three codes in this group (CONFSI,
RISA, SPASM) åre summarized in Table 3.5.3.



Table 3.5.2

Computer codes for quantitative analysis

Code Input
Quantitative
caleulations

Importance
calculation

Other
features

Type of computer
and availability

FAUNET Minimal cut or minimal
på t h sets. Pivotally
decomposed minimal cut
or path sets. Primary-
event failure data

FRANTIC, Reduced system equation
or minimal cut sets, pri
mary-event failure data

Fault tree description,
primary-event failure
data

IMPORT- Minimal cut sets, pri-
ANCE mary-event failure data

Time-dependent as well
as independent calcu-
lations of availability
and reliability for sys-
tems with nonrepairable,
repairable and periodi-
cally tested components

Time-dependent calcu-
• lation; nonrepairable,
monitored, and period-
ically tested primary
events åre håndled

Point unavailability
for top event and inter-
mediate gates, no time-
dependent analysis
possible

Top-event point-esti-
mate probability or
unavailability

MOCARE Logical model: cut sets
or tie sets generated by
FAUNET; primary event
data directly or via
FAUNET-file

Physical control system,
block diagram, fault
tree, numerical data

Reliability in the time
interval o-t max. Un-
availability , average
and at t max. Average
number of system fail-
ures/period and outage-
time/system failure

Time-dependent calcu-
lation (nonrepairable,
monitored and period-
ically tested
components), re-
liability, avail-
ability

Output from
FTAP may be made
compatible with
the IMPORTANCE
code
Can calculate the fol-
lowing: Birnbaum,
criticality, up-grading
function, Fussel-Vesely,
Barlow-Proschan, steady-
state Barlow-Proschan,
sequential contributory
The cut sets generated
can be listed in order
of importance

The cut sets åre listed
in order of importance;
Fussel-Vessaly import-
ance measures åre calcu-
lated for components
and listed in order of
importance

Can model human-error
and dependent-failure
contributions

Error checking, prob-
ability truncation of
fault tree

Can rank cut sets and
primary events on
basis of each import-
ance measure

Extraordinary flexi-
bility in modelling.
All conditions for oc-
currence of component
and subsystem fail-
ures can be specified
by means of subsystem-
models . Plot option

Interactive; sensi-
tivity analysis for
5 parameters, CCF

PDP-ll/Vax-11 Abailable
from Risb National
Laboratory

Cyber 170-835
Available at
Studsvik Energiteknik AB

IBM, CDC7600
Fortran
Berkeley University of
California

Cyber 170-835
Available at
Studsvik Energiteknik AB

Burroughs B7800. Can
easily be converted
to an IBM 3033. Avail-
able from Riso National
Laboratory

CYBER 173
VAX 11/750
Available from VTT
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Table 3.5.2 con't

Computer codes for quantitative analysis

Code Input
Quantitative
calculations

Importance
calculation

Other
features

Type o f computer
and availability

WAM-BAM
BAMMOD

Fault tree description,
primary event failure
data

Fault-tree description,
primary-event failure
data

Prob. of min cut sets
and top event (incl
neglected cut sets) ,
time-dependent calcu-
lation of min cut sets,
periodically inspected
components, uncertainty
analysis

Point unavailability
for top event and inter-
mediate gåtes, no time-
dependent analysis poss-
ible. Modularization of
the fault tree is used
in BAMMOD.

Time dependent calcu-
lation of components
marginal, fractional,

Extensive error check- CDC7600
ing, prob. truncation of Fortran IV
fault trees, sensi- Available

competitive, sequention tivity analysis poss- at Control Data AB
contributive and ible, Monte Carlo
diagnostical importance lation

Extensive error check- Cyber 170-835
ing possible through Available at
WAM, probability trunc- Studsvik Energiteknik AB
ation of fault tree, sen-
sitivity analysis poss-
ble by using WAM-TAP pre-
processor instead of WAM



Table 3.5.3

Computer codes for uncertainty analysis

Code

CONSFI

RISA

SPASM

Input

Multiparameter f unction

Fault tree , f ailure
rates, repair data, fail-
ure probabilities

Fault tree or reduced
system equation ,
component-failure data

Method of uncertainty
analysis

Monte Carlo simulation

Mon t e Carlo procedure

Monte Carlo simulation
o f ave r age unavail-
ability for each
component

distribution

Log-normal

Gaussian, log normal,
equal , uniexponential
beta, gamma

Normal , lognormal , uni-
form, beta, gamma , in-
verted beta, X2-and t-
distrib, empirical

Other
features

Simulation threshold,
Statistically dependent
parameters optional

Extension to other dis-
tribution types is
possible without any

the work involved

Works in con j unction
with WAMCUT

Type of computer
and a va i lab il ity

CYBER 170 (Simula)
Available from VTT

CDC7600
FORTRAN Available
at Control Data AB

Cyber 170-835
Available at
S tudsvik Energi-
teknik AB
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3.5.4 Computer codes for dependent failure

It has become quite obvious that dependent failures
can often dominate random hardware failures. Codes
developed to deal with dependent failures åre pri-
marily aimed at solving the problem of identifying
the system failure modes (common-cause candidates)
that may be caused by a single common event or con-
dition. Two codes of this kind (RIKKE, SETS) åre
summarized in Table 3.5.4.

The supply of computer codes for a quantitative
evaluation of fault trees with dependent events
is very limited. WAMBAM and RELVEC (Table 3.5.2)
åre, to a certain extent, able to handle prob-
ability evaluation of dependent events [3-36] .

3 . 6 ______ Uncertainty analysis

A probabilistic risk analysis produces estimates of
undesirable events. However, various assumptions
and limitations åre made and engineering judgement
is used in order to produce tractable models. In
addition, the final estimates of the accident se-
quence frequencies rely largely on scarce data ob-
tained from similar failures but from different
environments . Thus, an uncertainty analysis should
be an integral part of any risk assessment regard-
less of the scope of the study.



Table 3.5.4

Computer codes for dependent-failure analysis

Code Input
Method of common-
cause analysis

Other
features

Type of computer
and availability

RIKKE Flowsheet or piping and Adds generic causes, Allows fully automatic DEC PDP/11 and VAX,
instrumentation diagram catastrophic causes, or interactive fault Available Riso National-

common supply and con- tree construction based laboratory
trol dependencies to on plant diagram alone.
fault tree. Uses FAUNET Can provide a large
to establish identity amount of detail
of repeated events

SETS Fault tree Adds generic causes and Can handle large fault Cyber 170-835
links to fault tree, trees and can identify Available at
cut sets that include partial dependency in Studsvik Energiteknik AB
one or more generic cut sets, attractive
causes åre obtained and features of SETS as cut-
identified as common- set generator justify
cause candidates use for dependent-failure

analysis
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3.6.1 Sources of uncertainty

There åre many sources of uncertainty in a PRA,
both in the construction of the models and in their
subseguent quantification. The major identified
sources of uncertainty inherent in current PRA
practice åre:

l . _Model_uncertainties

- Limitations in the modelling technigue's
ability to represent the real system.

- Incomplete or incorrect application of
a modelling technigue such as missing
initiating and/or failure events .

- Limitations in the ability to model de-
pendent failures, human errors, and
other complex system interactions .

- Bounding conditions imposed to limit the
depth or scope of the analysis such as the
assignment of a binary failed or success-
ful status for all components .

- Incomplete system information leading to
possibly incorrect assumptions on the
system operation.

- Simplified specification or imperfect
knowledge of the success criteria.

3_._Datji uncertaint;Le£3
- Unknown component failure distributions
which must be specified to extract failure
parameters from limited data.

- Simplified or improper treatment of time
dependent failures.

- Limitations in, or the complete lack of,
data for component failure.

- Questions of the relevance of the avail-
able data.
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3.6.2 Treatment of uncertainties

Uncertainties can be included either indirectly by
performing a sensitivity analysis or directly by
numerical or analytic propagation of basic event
uncertainties. Model and assumption uncertainties
must usually be addressed by sensitivity analysis
while data uncertainties can be propagated through
the models or assessed by using statistical methods.
Whatever methods åre used, it is important to
assess the magnitude of the uncertainty in order
to evaluate the credibility that should be at-
tached to the estimate.

While model and assumption uncertainties åre very
study dependent and thus difficult to address in
general, techniques do exist to aid in the evalu-
ation of data uncertainties' contributions to the
system failure uncertainty. Note that the data
uncertainties (whose calculation is discussed in
Section 4) åre almost certainly overshadowed by
the model and assumption uncertainties when dis-
cussing absolute risk predictions.

The traditional procedure, initiated by WASH-1400
[3-7], uses a Bayesian type of approach for propa-
gating uncertainties in the probabilities of
basic events through a fault tree to obtain the
uncertainty of the probability of the top event.
The numerical inputs to the model (the failure
and repair parameters) åre treated as random vari-
ables with specified probability distributions.
The distribution of the system failure probability
- the top-event - is generated by using analytical
methods or Monte Carlo simulation.

An alternative technique, which does not require
the specification of the input probability distri-
butions, can be used if sufficient failure data åre
available [3-37]. In this technique, the observed
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data åre assumed to be random samples from an in-
completely specified distribution, and confidence
intervals of the parameters of the distribution åre
calculated. Unfortunately, there currently exists no
exact method for obtaining confidence intervals f^r
a top-event given confidence intervals for the in-
put parameters. However, a few approximate methods
åre available [3-38, 3-39] as well as a non-
parametric method [3-40].

A clear distinction should be made between the
Bayesian techniques and those based on classical
statistics such as those discussed above. In par-
ticular, the Bayesian technique includes the use
of intermediate event probability distributions
whose parameters åre estimated using whatever data
åre available and engineering judgement when neces-
sary. Because these methods allow limitations in
the basic data to be bypassed, they åre the most
practical - and currently the only - methods for
general use.

There is, however, disagreement as to whether this
bypassing of data limitations produces valid re-
sults. The majority of the authors of this report,
and presumably the majority of PRA practitioners,
believe that the resulting distributions åre accu-
rate enough to characterize the uncertainty and
can be used while classical statistical methods
and the required data bases åre developed.

3.7______Advanced techniques for special purposes

PRA studies åre usually conducted with rather
simple reliability tools. Typically, components
åre modelled by on-off failure models with a
single constant reliability parameter such as
failure rate or demand failure probability. Re-
pairs and recovery options åre either not taken
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into account, or modelled using an exponentially
distributed recovery time. Finally, systems åre
assumed to be static reliability structures, i.e.
the impact of component failures depends only on
the presence or non-presence of the failed states,
not on the order or time between failures.

The use of simple theory is necessary in order to
be able to quantify the large models found in even
a level l PRA-study. In faet, the simplifications
do not essentially contradict the primary objec-
tives of a PRA study: ranking of the accident se-
guences and significant contributors. But in more
dedicated applications, the conventional PRA tech-
nigues åre far too limited.

An important area of application reguiring a more
advanced theoretical basis is re-evaluation of the
technical specifications or limiting conditions for
operations. For example, stand-by eguipment testing
strategies and the maximum repair time allowed for
components or subsystems before the reactor must be
shut down need to be addressed with advanced tech-
niques.

Extensive research and development has been con-
ducted in this area in the Nordic countries, pri-
marily by VTT and partially within the SAK-1
proj eet. This work has identified the following
areas as those where improvements åre needed.

Classification of the failure modes of
stand-by components into different types
depending on the impact the failure
state has on system function.

Component unavailability (failure prob-
ability on demand) as a function of test
procedure and time in stand-by state.

Statistical dependence between the fail-
ure probabilities of redundant components
with correlation on the time scale.
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Correct expression of the system unavail-
ability (failure probability on demand)
as the conditional probability given the
knowledge of the current status and past
history of the system and its components.

Description of repair policy including
prioritization of repairs, potentially
imperfect detection of cotnmon faults,
and true distributions for time to
recovery.

Although only small practical applications have
been conducted thus far [3-41], the experience
motivates continued effort. Uncertainties, which
åre mainly caused by the lack of relevant data,
can be addressed with sensitivity analyses, and
the validity of the conclusions verified. Typi-
cally, most of the conclusions åre rather insen-
sitive with respect to Uncertainties, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.7.1.

10

ID-

EMPIRICAL
DATA BASE

ONE DC UNIT

TWO DC UNITS

l l l 1

q- 2 l 2 4 8 16

TEST INTERVAL T (week)

Figure 3 . 7 . 1 Caiculatcd mean unavailability of one and two
diesel generators with staggered testing [3-11].
The optimum with respect to the test interval is
rather insensitive as the function of statistical
dependence parameter x 2 .
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Further development of the methods for the
optimization of technical specifications will
be subject to a new Nordic project which will
be carried out in the NKA program in 1985-88.
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4. RELIABILITY DATA

Reliability data åre defined here to mean numerical
information on reliability parameters (and eventu-
ally their distributions) that åre specific to gen-
eric types of components. Examples åre

failure rate for operating components

demand failure probability or stand-by
failure rate of stand-by components

repair and maintenance down-time.

Other input data åre also needed in a guantitative
PRA: frequency and contributing causes of plant
transients, fires, external disturbances, probabi-
lity of operator errors, parameters for dependent
failure models, etc. Data in this wider meaning åre
not considered here. Recently compiled information
on Nordic plant transients is available in [4-1].

4.1_____Generic data sources

Generic data comprise average information for
classes of components. These include the so called
generic components like centrifugal pumps, motor
operated valves, non-return valves, temperature
measurements, etc.

Generic data åre obtained through combining infor-
mation from several plants and other sources. In
this process averaging and weighting based on
engineering judgement is used.

In the generic data detailed information is
neglected, i.e. information that is specific to
details of equipment design, materials, operating
environment, maintenance policy, etc.
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Owing to the non-specific nature, there is always
an inherent, rather broad uncertainty band when
generic data åre used. Thus the use of generic data
is basically limited to rough quantification such
as, for example, the comparison of design alterna-
tives at an early design stage.

If the quantification of an operating system is
based on the use of generic data, it is particu-
larly important to evaluate the impact of uncer-
tainties and how they might effect the conclusions.

A selection of primary sources of generic data is
listed in Table 4.1.1. In addition to these, there
åre many secondary sources such as current PRA re-
ports which may often be quite useful.

The three last sources in Table 4.1.1 åre data
banks. These can also offer plant and component
specific information. There is, however, often the
problem that the user does not possess sufficient
information to be able to evaluate the quality and
validity of the information for application to a
specific situation.
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Table 4.1.1

Selection of generic data sources

Year of
last

Source edition

WASH-1400 1975

GRS 1980

IEEE-500 1984

NUREG/CR-1205
NUREG/CR-1362
NUREG/CR-1363
NUREG/CR-1331
NUREG/CR-1730

NUREG/CR-1740

T-bok 1984

MIL-HDBK-217D 1983

NPRDS 1982

Content

Mechanical and
electrical
components

Mechanical and
electrical
components

Electrical,
electronic
and sensing
components

Pumps
Diesel gen
Valves
Control rods
Containment
penetrations
Instrument

Mechanical and
electrical
components

Electronic

Mechanical and
electrical
components

Origin

Nuclear and
process
industry

Nuclear

Power
plants

Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear

Nuclear

Nuclear
(Swedish)

Military

Nuclear
(U S)

Comments

Still quite useful source.
Some data may be optimistic,
specially because medians of
log-normal distributions åre
used instead of mean values.

Improved with respect to
WASH-1400. Uncertainty bands
well treated.

Data synthesized from ex-
perience and opinions of a
number of experts.

These reports present the
summaries of the Licensee
Event Reports at U S nuclear
power plants. LER reports
åre available and may be
used as background infor-
mation (laborious interpret-
ation required) .

Represents component aver-
ages for each plant

Represents models for ac-
counting environmental and
load factors.

Quality suffers from irregu-
larities in participant re-
porting. Annual reports

ATV data bank 1983 Mechanical and Nuclear
electrical (Swedish)
components (Finnish)

SRS Syrel
data bank

1983 Various Various

available.

Additional work usually re-
quired to check the failure
interpretation. Annual re-
ports available.

Commerical all-purpose data
bank. Information available
to associate members in form
of annual summaries and di-
rectly via computer terminal
entry.
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4.2_____Collection and treatment of field data

Field data åre defined here as the numerical,
coded, and plain-language information about the
populations, operating status, and failures of
safety- and process-related components. This kind
of information may be collected ad hoc for special
analysis, but more important is the information
that is systematically collected in data banks.
An example of the latter type, the Swedish ATV
system, will be considered here with respect to
its purpose, contents, and collection methods.

4^2^1__ Purgose and_scoge of ATV

The ATV data bank was initiated in 1974 by the
nuclear power utilities in Sweden [4-2]. Later the
Finnish TVO power company joined the collection
system for operating safety data. The main purpose
of the system is to provide the power industry
with different kinds of operating safety data and
failure statistics. After an initial phase of de-
velopment, the system attained its production
status in 1980, at which time the first calculated
safety parameters were presented. The information
in ATV is available to the utilities, venders,
authorities, research institutes, etc. The oper-
ation and management of the system is located
at the Swedish State Power Board.

The system can be used to generate different kinds
of summarizing tables: selected, sorted, or merged
according to various parameters such as type, manu-
facturer, material, size, etc. However, much of the
information is in coded format which makes its
interpretation difficult. Component specific re-
liability characteristics, e.g. failure rates and
mean repair times, can be calculated. Such an analy-
sis, updated every year, might give valuable infor-
mation about possible trends in component behaviour.
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The system is extensively used in on-going safety
or risk analyses. In order to facilitate this type
of application, a reliability data handbook [4-3]
with plant specific and generic failure rates or
failure probabilities has been compiled from the
ATV system supplemented with Swedish and Finnish
licences' event reports.

The ATV system can not be used for a detailed
analysis of failure causes [4-4] because the system
is not planned for that purpose. The system con-
tains information about all individual components;
however, the follow-up of the component history is
truncated i f the component is stored after repair.

To be able to calculate component reliability
characteristics the data bank must include infor-
mation about the component itself, about any fail-
ures which have occurred, and about the operating
profile of the component. Technical data concerning
the components (type, size, manufacturer, etc) åre
stored only once. The operating profile is stored
componentwise only for a limited number of com-
ponents. Generally, the operating profiles of the
components åre derived from the operating profile
of the whole plant, which is defined through a
number of discrete operating states according to
the Technical Specif ications . The operating profile
statistics åre obtained from the parallel avail-
ability system TGV.

The maintenance staff at the utilities åre re-
sponsible for the monthly reporting of failures
which have occurred in safety- and process-related
components. In addition, failures which åre de-
tected or repaired during the annual shutdowns åre
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reported. The form used and the different items
that åre reported åre shown in Figure 4.2.1. Due
to the awareness of coding difficulties the coded
information is supplemented with plain-language
information.

The ATV-system contains on average 18 000 recor-
ded components per power block. In January 1983,
ATV included about 41 000 failure reports. This
amount increases annually by about l 000 failure
reports per block. The quality of the ATV system
has been investigated in special studies [4-6,
4-7]. The coverage of occurred component failures
was not greater than about 50 % during the deve-
lopment phase (1974 - 1978). However, the trend
seemed to be upward, so the coverage increased
to 75 - 80 % during the period 1979 - 1980.

4. 3_____Estimation of uncertainty intervals

A major concern in a probabilistic risk assessment
is the question of uncertainty in the various
evaluations. As has been pointed out in Chapters 2
and 3, there åre three main sources of uncer-
tainties: model uncertainties, assumptions and the

data uncertainties. This section is concerned pri-
marily with the data uncertainties as reflected in
the calculated parameters. An overall uncertainty
analysis must also include the propagation of un-
certainties from step to step throughout the risk
assessment.
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In order to be able to determine the uncertainty of
the output values of the analysis, each estimate of
a parameter value must be accompanied by an uncer-
tainty measure. The term "uncertainty" is commonly
used in the context of PRA to describe two differ-
ent concepts [4-8]:

Random variability (or incomplete knowl-
edge) of failure rate or demand failure
probability.

Imprecision in the knowledge about the
distribution models (and their parameters)
that åre used to describe this random
variability.

Reference [4-8] also gives an illustrative example
of predicting the failure rate of a specific valve,
based on a model that has been developed from a
valve-failure data base containing data from seve-
ral plants. Then the prediction may be uncertain
for two reasons:

The distribution is intended to describe
a randomness that is due to plant-to-
plant or component-to-component vari-
ations (population variability).

There åre inadequacies in the variability
model (modelling uncertainty) and its par-
ameters have been estimated from a limited
data base (sampling uncertainty).

There is an essential difference between these
two concepts, that will be explained below, which
affects the analyst's choice of model.
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4.3.1 Population variability and sampling
uncertainty

The example in [4-8] also illustrates a rather com-
mon PRA situation: probabilistic parameters åre
required for a specific component, but the compo-
nent specific data åre so scarce that the analyst
must rely on a wider data base including data for
similar components in several plants. Both of the
uncertainty concepts above, population variability
and sampling uncertainty, can be guantified by
using the theory of distributions and the theory
of statistics.

A basic difference between the two uncertainty
concepts is that an expansion of the data base may
improve the sampling precision (decrease sampling
uncertainty) but cannot decrease the fundamental
population variability. In other words, the deter-
mination of the population variability can be made
more precise by the use of an expanded data base.
However, consideration should always be given as
to whether the data base is representative enough
for the current problem.

Current practice generally does not distinguish
between the two concepts in the uncertainty analy-
sis. Thus, it is not possible to separate their
contributions to the final uncertainty bounds. It
is important, however, that both concepts åre
taken into account in the determination of the
total uncertainty measures.

There åre two main approaches to the treatment of
uncertainty in PRAs: the frequentist, or classical,
approach and the Bayesian approach. The Scandinavian
countries have tried, as far as possible, an em-
pirical Bayes approach [4-3].
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4.3.2 Homogeneous or non-homogeneous failure
model

The population variability (i.e. the variation of
reliability characteristics of similar components)
may be due to differing materials in fabrication,
differing environmental conditions, and differing
testing and maintenance procedures. In addition,
if there åre components with time or age dependent
failure rates or failure probabilities, this may
also appear as a variation between components in
the data, which only count the number of failures
during a certain operating time or number of de-
mands .

Thus there åre many reasons for assuming that
the population of similar components is non-
homogeneous . This means that the reliability
parameter is assumed to vary from component to
component within the population although it re-
mains constant in time for any given component.
In this compound model the distribution of fail-
ure rate or failure probability in a given class
of components rather than a single value of the
appropriate parameter is estimated. A second type
of estimation is done for the homogeneous model,
where all components of a given class åre assumed
to have the same reliability parameter.

Various statistical tests [4-9] åre available that
can aid the analyst in choosing between the two
models. The non-homogeneous approach has the ad-
vantage that it explicitly defines the population
variability while the homogeneous model ignores
the existence of such a variation. In both cases
the analyst has to choose a sampling model

f (x | 6) (Eg 4.1)

where 6 denotes the reliability characteristic
being studied and x is the observable, random number
of failures.
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In the non-homogeneous model, 8 is assumed to vary
according to a distribution g(9). In this case the
observable number of failures follows the compound
distribution

h(x) = J f (x|e) g(6) de (Eq 4.2)

The difference between these two models is illus-
trated by Figure 4.3.1 from [4-9], which shows the
resulting uncertainty bounds for the failure prob-
ability of closing valves. The non-homogeneous
probability interval, corresponding to the plotted
density function, is much larger than the homo-
geneous confidence interval. For increasing sample
size, the confidence interval decreases, while the
probability interval changes only slightly.

So far both of these models åre based on classical
statistics and probability concepts. The non-
homogeneous model becomes a Bayesian approach when
it is applied in a component or plant specific
analysis. Here g (6) is used as a prior distri-
bution. The combination of this distribution with
component specific data results in a posterior
distribution, which provides the new information
about the particular object and can be summarized
in terms of point estimates and probability
intervals.

For the reliability data handbook [4-3], the non-
homogeneous model has been used for all of the
roughly 55 groups of components and 80 failure modes.
In order to simplify both the analytical treatment
in and the use of the handbook, the so called con-
jugate distributions were chosen to describe the
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Figure 1.3.1 Point estimates of the failure probability for
closing valves (Case 3, ref Qt-9])with associated
probability or confidence bounds. The probability
density function corresponds to the interval at
the bottom.
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population variability. Prior distributions åre
said to be conjugate when the posterior dis-
tributions have the same form. Thus, the gamma and
beta distributions were chosen to describe the
failure rate and failure probability respectively.
The impact of the choice of conjugate priors on
the resulting posterior estimates as compared to
alternative distribution families is currently
being studied [4-10].
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5. PRA IN REGULATORY WORK

The rules and regulations governing the licensing
and operation of nuclear power plants åre continu-
ously being modified. These modifications arise
partly from operating experience and partly from
advances in analysis technigues. There is currently
a tentative but basic shift from very conservative
deterministic based regulations towards more re-
alistic regulations with an explicit probabilistic
basis. This chapter briefly describes this shift
and tries to clarify those areas where prob-
abilistic methods can be and åre used. Note that
a definition of the three levels of PRA can be
found in Section 1.1.

5. l_____Historical background

The development of commercial nuclear power in
the USA was based on experience obtained from the
military program. Responsible bodies soon acknowl-
edged the faet that nuclear power required special
attention because of the potential for severe ac-
cidents. This, plus the faet that there åre several
vendors and many utilities, has resulted in a very
formalized licensing procedure in the U. S.

The overall rules governing licensing in the U.S
were laid down in the "General Design Criteria".
These contain reguirements and rules for the de-
sign of nuclear reactors such as the number of in-
dependent shutdown systems, number of emergency
core cooling systems, etc. The criteria were
further supplemented by Regulatory Guidelines
issued by USNRC and by codes and standards issued
by ANS, ASME, IEEE, etc. Finally, the USNRC issued
Standard Review Plans, which specify in detail how
the NRC reviews the licensees' applications.
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Conseguently licensing work in the USA is quite
formal with all rules and requirements written
down and little room for ad hoc decision and
improvisation. An illustrative example is the
rules governing the analysis of loss of coolant
accident which specify the models to be used,
the heat transfer coefficient, etc.

In the European countries the situation is dif-
ferent. Typically every country has one or two
venders and public utilities in which the govern-
ment often takes part. In these countries, the
general practice from the USA has been followed.
In particular, the General Design Criteria and
some codes and standards have been adapted and
supplemented by national rules. However, the small
number of parties involved in the regulatory and
licensing work has resulted in an informal and
much smoother process.

Accordingly, although formal contact certainly
exists in Europe, much regulatory work is per-
formed through close and informal contact between
authorities, vendors, and utilities. The informal
process, which piaces emphasis on problem solving
and not simply fulfilling requirements, generally
results in enchanced safety.

Although the process in the USA as well as in
Europe has been deterministic in nature, the
philosophical basis for many of the rules is
probabilistic. For example, many regulations åre
based on the most probable accidents and not on
a hypothetical maximum accident. In addition,
recognition of the possibility of failures and
the potential for common cause failures can be
found in rules regarding "defence in depth", re-
dundant and independent engineered safeguards,
and diversity; to name a few.
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5.2_____Developments in recent years

In 1974 the USNRC issued the Reactor Safety Study,
often referred to by the report's number, WASH 1400.
This was the first level 3 probabilistic risk
study performed for nuclear power plants. All
the basic tools and methods of a probabilistic
risk assessment were utilized. The final results
were expressed as the expected number of early
deaths, latent cancers, etc. Results of this form
were reguired in order to enable the direct compa-
rison of the risks from nuclear power plant oper-
ation with other societal risks, one of the major
goals of the study.

In 1980 the Federal Republic of Germany conducted
a "German Risk Study" which utilizes the methods,
tools, and models from WASH 1400 transferred to
German reactors using, as much as possible,
German data.

These two studies were widely discussed and also
criticized. Specifically, models for human behaviour,
common mode/cause failures, system interactions,
and component failure rates were criticized. These
points raised the important question of the com-
pleteness and the accuracy of the results regarding
both the probabilities and consequences.

The accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in 1979
demonstrated that the licensing process in the
USA, which allocated large resources based on
conservative calculations, could be improved.
Accordingly, many actions and revisions were made
concerning research and development within the
areas mentioned above and, more important, the
licensing process in USA and Europe is being re-
vised to incorporate probabilistic methods.
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Both supporters and critics of PRA techniques
used the TMI accident to present strong arguments
supporting their positions. In any case, all
parties agreed that the methodology of the
WASH-1400 study provided a framework for de-
tailed analysis and discussion of potential
accidents. As a result a series of plant specific
PRA studies were started. These have aided in
the identification and removal of many design
and procedural weaknesses.

Currently, the use of probabilistic techniques
is being considered to assist in the cautious
reduction of the conservative assumptions and
models traditionally used in deterministic tech-
niques. In particular, regulations and standards
which åre essentially deterministic in nature
may be supplemented with a probalistic bound. A
good example of this bounding approach concerns
the loss of coolant calculations discussed earlier.
Recently, the NRC has proposed that the calculation
of maximum cladding temperatures could employ best
estimate models and parameters to calculate a best
estijnate temperature and a more conservative 95 %
upper bound [5-1]. The 95 % bound would, in this
case, be the temperature of interest. Systematic
techniques which allow the propagation of input
uncertainties through complex models exist [5-2]
and can be adapted for use in PRA.

5.3 ._____Current status of PRA

PRA has gained increased attention and influence
in the licensing process. Several surveys have
been conducted [5-3, 5-4, 5-5] and the OECD has
started an international working group (Principal
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working group no 5 - Risk assessment). This
group is currently conducting a survey on how,
and for what purpose, PRA methods have been used
in regulatory work in the member countries.

In the USA several guides on the practical per-
formance of PRA's have been issued. The first
guide, the "ANS PRA Procedures Guide" [5-6], was
made by a task force founded by ANS in 1982. It
is a guide for engineers and scientists on how
to conduct a probabilistic risk assessment for
nuclear power plants. It describes and recommends
available techniques and personal requirements
for performing a PRA of all three levels and
provides some discussion on how to include the
so called external events such as earthquakes,
flooding, and fire.

In addition to the ANS guide, the USNRC has
issued two PRA guides [5-7, 5-8]. These guides,
which essentially stop at level l and do not
discuss external events, åre more specific to
ensure that the results of the studies åre com-
parable. It should be noted, however, that these
åre all state of the art manuals which contain
methods and techniques acceptable at the time when
the manuals were written.

In general, Level l PRA's åre used extensively in
several countries to verify that sufficient inde-
pendence and redundancy exist for a variety of
initiating events and to evaluate proposed modi-
fications. PRA techniques åre also used during
design although these studies åre usually of
limited scope and, of course, must use generic
data. Some differences åre, however, apparent
between the different countries.
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In the USA, extensive studies including full scale
PRA's have been conducted. The studies have been
used during licensing hearings and can be used for
setting up site selection criteria and emergency
planning. Economic factors have motivated many U.S.
utilities to perform PRA's of all levels to
address backfitting issues and to balance techni-
cal specifications.

Furthermore, research has been initiated concerning
the items identified as a result of the criticism
of the studies conducted (i.e. WASH 1400 and the
German Risk Study) and lessons learned from the
TMI accident.

The USNRC is studying the usefulness of quantitative
probabilistic bounds (safety goals) for the
design and siting of nuclear power plants [5-9,
5-10]. Since some of these goals åre based on
risk, full scale PRA's for granting of operating
licenses for future nuclear power plants would
presumably be reguired.

In France the licensing process has for some
time been based on a cut off value of 10 per
year for an accident with health effects for the
environment, including human beings. In other
words, if an accident is estimated to have a
probability lower than the cut off value, it is
disregarded. Accidents with a higher probability
call for design modifications and/or special
emergency procedures. As a consequence, PRA's
have been used extensively at all stages in the
licensing process.
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In Germany PRA is regarded as a research item,
i.e. as a means for evaluating important projects
while no major role is foreseen for full scale
PRA in the licensing process. Yet level I PRA1s
åre used extensively by the authorities, vendors
and utilities when selecting design alternatives
and/or modi fications.

In the UK PRA's on all levels, but mainly level l,
have been used in licensing of the gas cooled re-
actors. During the writing of this report, hearings
were underway concerning a technological shift to
the pressurized water reactor. As a basis for this
decision, a level 3 PRA for a PWR sited at Size-
well was performed and is expected to be a major
contributor to the decision process. The analysis
was also used for design modification of the
planned concept in order to enhance safety.

In Sweden the use of PRA in regulatory work is
increasing. It should be remembered, however,
that the Swedish nuclear power program is practi-
cally complete, which results in a situation where
only operating or nearly completed nuclear power
plants åre dealt with. Yet SKI has requested a
level l PRA for both the newest plants, scheduled
to start up in 1985. Furthermore, PRA at level l
is used in the assessment of operating experience
and helps define what type of failure data åre
needed. Finally, PRA methods constitute a major
part of the As Operated Safety Analysis Report
(ASAR) which is requested for power plants which
have been operated for 10 years.

In Finland the licensing process is based mainly
on the deterministic approach, but reliability
analysis has a role as a supporting tool. It ap-
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pears, however, that probabilistic risk analysis
will play an increasing role for any new plants,
both in the licensing and regulatory processes.
Furthermore, a level 2 PRA has been required for
one operating PWR and one operating BWR. These
studies åre currently in a pre-study phase. They
will be conducted by the utilities and reviewed by
STUK. STUK sees these studies as a pilot study with
strong educational purposes.

5 .4_____Areas of application

General experience seems to indicate that PRA will
have an increasing role in regulatory work. Whether
full scale PRA's will become mandatory is, however,
uncertain. There åre several reasons for this,
among which the question of completeness and the
accuracy of the absolute quantification åre the most
important. But when PRA is regarded as a tool and
an aid in a continuous process involving authority,
Utility and vendor, its importance will increase.

5.4.1 Documentation, education and research
_________griorities

PRA is the most comprehensive and systematic way
of describing and documenting system behaviour and
possible interactions. Furthermore, the very process
of conducting an analysis is a very important aid
in educating the Utility and the authority in
thinking in terms of probabilities and functional
performance, rendering a more balanced discussion
between authorities and utility possible. Finally,
PRA can aid in setting priorities for research and
development.
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5.4̂ 2 ___Human_Interactions

PRA studies have helped highlight the importance
of human actions, both during normal operation
(such as maintenance and repair) and during plant
transients. At present, the quantification of human
error probabilities is difficult and very uncer-
tain. However, the accident sequences in which the
actions åre embedded provide a systematic framework
for both ranking the importance of the actions and
providing information about the environment present
when the action is required. When coupled to the
complexity of these actions and the time constraints,
this can be used for deciding i f automation would
be beneficial or if procedures need to be written,
modified, or stressed during training.

For example, when a Swedish PRA study was reviewed,
the lack of a "Feed and Bleed" procedure at the
plant was noted. Steps have been taken to provide
this procedure and the required training.

5.43 Common cause failures

Common cause failures constitute a very important
problem when the redundancy and operability of the
safety systems must be assured. PRA techniques can
identify, in a systematic and qualitative way,
areas within a system and/or across systems which
åre vulnerable to this type of failure.

A typical example of a common cause event which
can also initiate an accident sequence (i. e. a
common cause initiator) is given below. Note that
the sequence of events ignores all possible oper-
ator recovery actions .

In the reactor protection system for a BWR, the
signal for high reactor tank water level has a
2/3 logic structure. During an analysis, it was
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discovered that two of the channels were connected
to the same electric bus. Thus the loss of the bus
would cause inadvertent actuation of the two chan-
nels (fail safe principle), activation of the high
level signal and, as a consequence, reactor scram
and prevention of start of all coolant injection
systems. The common cause initiator was subse-
quently removed by using three separate buses to
power the three separate channels.

5.4.4_ Ogerating_exp_erience

Operating experience can be assessed in a syste-
matic way using the methods and tools of PRA.
Trends and "near misses" can be identified and
component failure rates evaluated and subsequently
monitored on a plant specific and generic basis.

The Swedish program on the ASAR's is an example of
utilization of PRA methods in assessing operating
experience. A probabilistic analysis was not per-
formed as part of the licensing of the older re-
actors in Sweden, but the ASAR's include level l
PRA analysis for some of the important systems.
Therefore, the checking of experience against
expectation can subsequently be performed within
a probabilistic framework.

5.4.5 Design_modifications and backfits

PRA methods åre being used extensively in decision
making concerning design alternatives or modifi-
cations. This is a general trend in all countries
and constitutes a balanced and systematic way of
quantifying alternative system configurations.

For example [5-11], a moderately costly proposal
was recently made to transfer the power supply
for some large pumps from the diesel supported
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buses to the gas turbine supported buses. The
primary motivation for this change was to prevent
the - safety related - pumps from tripping in
the event of loss of offsite power. However,
when the change was evaluated in the plant's PRA,
it increased the probability of an initially
negligible sequence about 100 times so that it
became the second largest contributor. After
checking the reasons for this increase, the
proposal was dropped.

Furthermore, PRA can help in applying codes and
standards in a balanced way since it provides a
means of checking that the level of safety is
uniform. In particular, conservative overdimen-
sioning can be avoided so that a more balanced
allocation of resources can be used to improve
safety in a efficient and economical way.

5^4^6___Technical sgecifications

The reliability and the safety of the plant is
influenced directly by the specifications con-
cerning testing and allowable down-time due to
repair in safety systems during operation.
Currently, most of these specifications åre
based primarily on engineering judgement. Appli-
cation of the probabilistic analysis techniques
in this field indicates that the current specifi-
cations åre not well balanced.

For example, a reliability analysis was used to
support the allowance of preventive maintenance
during operation in a Finnish plant. Because of
the high level of redundancy and separation, it
was a relatively straightforward task to verify
that moderately sized maintenance periods in one
redundant train at a time will only marginally
increase system unavailability even when common
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cause failures åre taken into account. The
marginal unavailability increase is expected to
be more than compensated for by better maintenance
guality because, during the operational period,
the work can be done without the time pressure
which can be a problem during busy refueling
outages.

The optimum test interval of standby systems and
components have recently been studied. The
results have contributed to the relaxing of
frequent test requirements for some systems as
the system unavailability is only marginally
affected by the change but test caused degradation
is effectively reduced.

In addition, the application of PRA techniques has
indicated that the process of shutting down a
reactor is not completely risk-free because
transients may be initiated due to the change of
the plant state. This makes continued operation
perferable in some situations where sub-system
or component failures can be repaired within a
reasonable time. This contrasts with the tradi-
tional approach which strongly favours shut-down
and on which many current technical specifications
åre based.

In general, the most important advantage in the
use of PRA and PRA techniques is that they pro-
vide a systematic basis on which utilities and
regulatory bodies can objectively discuss the
re-evaluation of technical specifications. It
appears that periodic test intervals and allowable
downtime for repair can be allocated in a better
way, improving both safety and the balance between
safety and economy.
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5.5____Conclusions

In summary, it can be stated that PRA's åre used
extensively in regulatory work although they åre,
of course, one of many tools. It should be noted,
however, that the technigues and models required
to perform the analysis become more uncertain with
each level. Level 2 uncertainties include, of
course, uncertainties from level l as well as un-
certainties associated with the modelling of such
phenomena as core melt progression, fission product
retention in the primary coolant, and hydrogen ex-
plosions. Level 3, in turn, requires estimates for
evacuation times, weather models, and dose-effect
relationships. Hence, it is not surprising that
level l PRA's åre most often used in regulatory
work although valuable information can be obtained
from current level 3 PRA's to assist in emergency
planning and site selection criteria.

The performance of a PRA of any level is a compli-
cated task. In order to be successful it calls for
well organized work and close collaboration with
persons experienced in plant operation and others
intimately familiar with system details. As was
noted during the SÅK-1 proj eet, even the perform-
ance of a single system analysis requires adequate
support from the plant staff to be successful.

A level 2 or 3 analysis requires resources which
may often be prohibitive. Yet it should be empha-
sized that useful work can be performed with
limited resources when concentrating on specific
topics such as the contribution of repair down-time
to the reliability of a specific system function.

The most important attribute of a PRA of any level
is that it provides a framework within which the
functional requirements and interactions of a plant
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åre documented in an orderly manner. Although some
areas of analysis rely perhaps too heavily upon
assumptions and simplifications, these areas åre
recognized by the PRA community and åre the subject
of various research projects. 11 should be noted
that the building block nature of a PRA makes it
relatively easy to replace coarse models in the
study with better models when they become available.

The scope of SÅK-1 was limited to level l analysis,
corresponding to the current analysis trends in
the Nordic countries. At this level, certain gen-
eral comments and conclusions can be made.

Even with currently available technigues, the per-
formance of a PRA can identify specific points in
a plant which differ significantly from other
plants or from basic design principles. The gene-
rated probabilities of, for example, core melt
should be considered more of a tool than the
result of a study. The results of a study åre
the following: the ranking of accident sequences,
a measure of the relative importance of various
events and the as built systems, and the model
itself. Using this model, guestions of various
types can be addressed with model structure
modifications or sensitivity studies. The quanti-
tative impact of any changes can be used to provide
guidance on the selection between alternatives or
the importance of an issue.

Perhaps the greatest problem with current PRA's
is that they åre usually quite voluminous and hence
difficult to review. Although part of this is the
unavoidable result of the scope of the studies,
part is attributable to the limitations in some of
the models which require extensive documentation
to describe and justify. This second source should
decrease as better models become standardized and
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less justification is required. In addition the
continued development of data base systems and
analysis codes will make the models easier to con-
struct, access, and use.
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6. CONCLUDING PROJECT SUMMARY

This final chapter summarizes the main results of
the SAK-1 proj eet. The degree to which the original
objectives were reached and topics for continued
work åre also discussed.

6 . l_____Methodological progress

An advanced methodology and a preliminary data
base for time-dependent availability analysis of
stand-by safety systems have been developed. The
methodology reaches beyond the conventional PRA
methodology, and can be used, for example, in the
context of the optimization of test and repair
arrangements for safety systems. The modelling ap-
proaches and available computer codes were compared
and tested in the Benchmark l study of the SAK-1
proj eet. The development in this area was partly
conducted within the SÅK-1 proj eet and partly on
a national basis in parallel with other development
projects.

Qualitative identification methods were developed
primarily for common cause failure analysis (CCFA).
Different approaches and computer codes have been
compared and developed and tested in the Swedish
PRA studies. In 1983 a workshop sponsored by SKI
was held on CCFA. It was very successful and will
be reported in an international journal. The work
on this subject was conducted partly within the
SAK-1 proj eet and partly by ASEA-ATOM and the
Swedish utilities in connection with other prac-
tical work.

Substantial effort has been directed towards im-
proving the quantification models of CCFA. Signifi-
cant improvements were made which consistently
take into account the high level of redundancy and
diversity that åre typical of the safety systems in
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the newer Nordic nuclear power plants. Due to the
sparse data base o f CCF's in four-train systems,
special emphasis was placed on systematic sensi-
tivity analyses which can be used to verify how
much PRA results and conclusions åre influenced
by incompletely known CCF contributions. It should
be noted that, during this work, inconsistencies
and actual errors have been discovered in the CCF
quantification models used in some PRA studies in
the USA.

6 .2_____Data base improvements

Statistical techniques and computer programs have
been developed for the handling of failure records
and the estimation of reliability parameters. The
main emphasis in this area was on the treatment of
uncertainties. As a result, the uncertainties at
the component data level can currently be satis-
factorily managed. The principles and methods
developed åre adapted for use in the Nordic PRA
studies and in the compilation of the Swedish Data
Handbook (T-bok), and they will be implemented in
the Swedish Data Bank (ATV system).

Work with practical data has included a pipe fail-
ure study (Risø) and a valve closing study (VTT).
In the pipe failure study, the faults in the piping
of the Nordic nuclear power plants were compiled
and analyzed. The study resulted in recommendations
for improvements in the explanatory part of failure
cause reporting. The valve closing study verified
the principles behind the time-dependent modelling
and parameter estimation for stand-by components.

6 .3_____Model and code comparisons

The two Benchmark studies proved very useful in
the comparison and evaluation of different model-
ling approaches. As a result, better insight has
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been obtained concerning the advantages and limi-
tations of the cause-consequence diagram compared
with the traditional event tree method, and the
block diagram compared with the traditional fault
tree approach. Our general recommendation is that
the modelling should be done hierarchically start-
ing from a simple model and adding detailed sub-
models as needed ("top down" principle). Often
it is most efficient to use different modelling
methods on different levels of the hierarchy.

The Benchmark exercises also proved productive
with respect to the comparison of available fault
tree codes and other related computer programs.
The comparisons themselves stimulated further
development of the codes. The best example is the
implementation of the automatic modularization of
series basic events, which reduces the time to
search of minimal cut sets by a factor of 2 to
10 depending on the case.

6.4_____Goals not achieved

Looking at the original objectives, there åre
two essential topics which were only partially
achieved.

Uncertainty analysis (quantitative treat-
ment at the system and plant level).

Implementation of PRA methods in the
regulatory work (progre^uve hold).

The treatment of uncertainties . uccessfully
considered at the component data ad parameter
estimation level. The Benchmark studies also re-
sulted in useful qualitative insight into the lack
of completeness and other types of uncertainty in
connection with a full scale PRA study. Neverthe-
less, the overall management and quantitative
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estimation of uncertainties on the plant level
remain an unresolved issue. The key problems åre

overall management of assumptions, sim-
plifications and boundaries of an analy-
sis, and the influence of these on the
risk predictions,

imperfect state of knowledge about the
human contribution and different types
of common cause failures, and the corre-
lation between these and the dependence
on the management quality and outside
influence (regulatory hold, public
opinion etc).

Improvements in this respect can be expected
to occur gradually as more operating experience
accumulates and comparisons can be made with re-
spect to completed PRA studies.

The practical needs of the task concerning the
implementation of PRA methods in regulatory work
changed during the proj eet. The final product
constitutes merely a review of the current status
and no progressive work was undertaken. Specifi-
cally, there is currently little interest in the
Nordic countries concerning the possible implemen-
tation of quantitative safety goals. The results
of PRA's and other reliability studies can be
beneficially used on a relative and/or qualitative
basis without depending upon absolute quantitative
risk predictions. This type of use avoids the com-
plex problems related to the defination of accep-
table risk levels and specifying the absolute un-
certainties in the quantitative predictions, which
åre associated with quantitative safety goals.
In addition, further experience should be obtai-
ned in performing and using PRA1s before further
steps åre planned.
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6.5_____Work left

As indicated above, there remains important re-
search wcrk still to be done. The principal needs
will be covered by the following two PRA-related
projects in the next NKA program in 1985-88:

Risk Analysis: The objective is the con-
tinued work with uncertainty treatment,
completeness guestion, CCF analysis, and
human error analysis. A more challenging
Benchmark study is planned which includes
human error analysis and gives greater
attention to the completeness question.

Optimization of Technical Specifications:
This is a practically oriented project
with the aim of applying PRA methods for
the balancing of test and repair arrange-
ments in the safety systems.

The ongoing and planned Nordic PRA studies and
other practical work will certainly also contri-
bute in the further development of PRA techniques.

6 . 6_____Concluding remarks

The SÅK-1 project has contributed to the develop-
ment of PRA methodology and the improvement of
data bases and computer programs and increased
the level of expertise in the Nordic countries.
It has also provided an important communications
channel for research people, experts working at
the regulatory bodies, and utilities and consul-
tants who åre relatively small in number in each
country separately. In this way, people actively
engaged in the development work have received
wide support (including constructive criticism)
which has certainly had a very productive influ-
ence on the practical implementation of available
methods and the development of new methods where
required.
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